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Gettiqg C9ld 
Friday will be �arlly 
cloudy a.,nd colder; with a 
higH around 45. 
-
Broadway;./ 
Former student '/ 
makes it big 
on broadway. ;?: 
Fees may exceed $300 by 1991 
By MIKE FITZGERALD 
Senior reporter 
Full-time students enrol led at 
Eastern in  fal l  of 19 9 l co uld  
expect to  pay more than $300 in 
stu dent  fe e s  a s e m e s t e r  i f  
students p a s s  a referendum t o  
build a student rec center with 
stud ent fees, according to current 
fees and a university estimate of 
the future fee increase. 
The proposed 70,000 square­
foot student rec center would be 
bu i l t  as an add i t i o n  to Lantz  
Gym at  an  estimated cost of $6 
mi l l ion . Using student fee s  to 
• A look at the Rec 
center, page 3. 
fund the building, an increase of 
$53 .9 8 p e r  s e m e s ter  in the  
amount students pay  could be 
exp e cte d ,  acco rd i n g  t o  a 
university estimate , pushing the 
fee total over $300. 
Currently, ful l-time students 
pay $ 2 6 4 .  l 0 a seme s te r i n  
st udent  fees w h il e  par t - t ime 
students pay $16.30 a semester. 
Ful l -t ime student  fee s  for the 
summer are $154.55 while part­
time s tudent  fee s  remain  the  
same. 
Incl ud e d  in t h e  fee s  a l l  
students pay are a n  act ivity fee, 
athletic fee ,  Grants-In-Aid fee ,  
he alth and accident i n surance 
1989-90 Fee Breakdown 
Athletic Fee 
($32.55) 
Activity Fee 
($20.65) 
Health Service/ 
Pharmacy Fee ($5.80) 
Would you like Union/Bond �? Revenue Fee ($70.60) 
proposed rec center 
($53.98) 
This is a breakdown of the 
Full-time student's fees 
paid per semester. 
Total = $264.1 O 
fee, health service and pharmacy 
fee ,  t e x tbook ren tal  fee attd 
union bond revenue fee. 
The total amount generated 
from student fees each semester, 
Williams noted, is $580,041. 
The union bond revenue fee is 
the student fee that  w o u l d  be 
increased to build the rec center, 
s a i d  G l enn Wi l l i a m s ,  v i ce 
president of student affairs. 
S t u d e n t s  w h o  l i v e  i n  t h e  
MARK FLEMING/Art director 
residence halls pay an additional 
$24.76 a year in room and board 
rates whi le  some students pay 
fees associated with their classes. 
B ot h  of t h o s e  type s of  fe e s ,  
however, are not included in the 
$264.10 total . 
Will iams said he calculates the 
amount of student fees based on 
average student enrollment at 
Eastern. He assesses part-time 
+ Continued on page 2A 
CAA approves revisions 
for speech communication 
By BOB SWINEY 
Staff writer 
As of Jan. 1, students who want 
to major in speech communication 
wi ll need at le ast a 2.25 
accumulative GPA to be admitted 
to and graduate from the program. 
Th e C o u n c i l  o n  Acad e m i c  
Affairs met Thursday and agreed 
to approve the proposal presented 
by Do ug Bock. speech comm­
unication department chair. 
''Our first  concern i s  for the 
quality of the students, and we are 
trying to fine-tune the number of 
majors ," B o ck said.  "We want  
those students that show they are 
motivated and wi l l  e xcel in the 
major." 
The current requirement to be 
admitted to the speech comm­
unications program i s  academic 
good standing. 
"We d i dn ' t  fe e l  it (curren t 
requirement) was accompli shing 
our goal. The intent is to say you 
need the G PA to enter  the  
program and to  graduate ," B ock 
said. 
One  probl e m  th i s  n e w  
re q u i re m e n t  m a y  p o s e  i s  to 
transfer students  who may not 
have an accu m u lat ive  G PA of 
2 .25 ,  and for freshmen who will 
not be able to declare a major in 
spe e ch b e cau se  t h e y  h a v e  no 
credit hours. 
Once tran sfe r  stu d e n t s  and 
freshmen complete 12 hours with 
an accumulative GPA of 2 .25 at 
E aste rn, t h e y  can declare  t h e  
major. 
CAA chair Terry Weidner said 
the advisement center also voiced 
concerns that the change could 
cause advisement confusion as a 
resul t  of the change . "The only 
co ncern he  (Cal C am p b e l l ,  
director of academic assistance) 
expressed was that he had hoped 
if someone was admitted and fell 
below 2 .5 ,  that they wouldn't be 
shuffled back to the advisement 
center," Weidner said. 
B ut Bock said students won't  
be shuffled once admitted. "When 
students  are adm itted , we wi l l  
monitor the  students' progress .  
And if they fal l  be low,  we wi l l  
tlf t e l l  t h e m  they  n e e d  a 2 .2 5  to  
graduate." 
Fainting spell 
Taylor Made 
Eastern's Jay Taylor 
makes the New Jersey Nets, 
.-:,: 
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Woman falls victim 
to second assault 
By CATHY PODWOJSKI 
Associate news editor 
The Charleston and University 
Pol ice departments are inve st­
igating a Thursday morning attack 
against the same Eastern woman 
who was injured in an attempted 
robbery on campus Oct. 18. 
A l though Charl e s ton Pol ice 
Chief  Herb Ste idinger  and 
University Police Chief Tom Larson 
would only say the matter is "under 
invest igation ," Larson said an 
incident did occur. 
"We're investigating it with the 
city pol ice department ," Larson 
said. "Something did happen in the 
city and we're looking into it." 
Neither Steidinger nor Larson 
would  specu late whether the 
assailant in Thursday's attack is the 
same man who attacked the woman 
before, nor would they release any 
details. Howevel', a source close to 
the victim phoned The D aily 
Eastern News to relate exactly what 
happened during Thursday ' s  
incident. 
The victim returned to her off­
campus residence about 11 a.m., 
intending to stay only a minute to 
change clothes, said the source, who 
asked to remain anony m o u s .  · 
B ecause she only planned to be 
there a minute, the woman didn't 
II II 
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lock the door. 
Shortly after, a man entered the 
residence and hit her, knocking her 
unconsci o u s  for perhaps 3 0  
minutes, the source said. 
The woman did not give police a 
description of the assailant from the 
second assault, the source noted. 
"When she came to, she called 
the operator and said 'I've been 
attacked,"' the source said. She then 
pas sed out ,  at which t ime the 
operator had the call traced and sent 
an ambulance to the residence. 
The victim received a strong 
blow behind her ear, alt hough she 
wasn't harmed seriously other than 
that . The source stressed that the 
woman is "mentally upset" as a 
result of the incident. 
In the previous attack, a man 
wie lding  a knife g ra bbed the 
woman about 9 :30 p.m.  between 
Booth Library and the Life Science 
Building, took her to a garderr area 
between the Life Science B uilding 
and the H.F. Thut Greenhouse and 
demanded money. Upon finding she 
had none, the man ran the blade 
down her face, cutting her cheek. 
Larson said an official report on 
Thursday ' s  incident  may be 
availaQle Friday. 
Thursday 's incident is the third 
assaul t  to happen s i nce the 
beginning of October. 
THOM RAKESTRAW/Associate photo editor 
The requ i re m e n t s  w i l l  be  
s imi lar to the  e co n o m i cs 
departme n t ,  w h i ch s t i p u l at e s  
s tudents m u s t  have a 2 . 25 acc­
umulative GPA to enter, but not to 
graduate. 
In other business , the council 
v o t e d  aga in s t  a p r o p o s a l  to 
increase the number of hours 
• Continued on page 2A 
Dale La11g , Eastern officer (background) a11d Jim Donahoo, a11 amhu!a11ce personnel worker, put away an 
unused stretcher Thursday afternoon outside of Kiehm Hall where a woman fainted. 
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Fees may exceed $300 
•From page IA 
student fees at 1/12 the amount of 
full-time student fees since full­
time students emoll in at least 12 
hours a semester, 
After he calculates that amount, 
he informs student-fee funded 
operations how much money each 
will be allocated during the 
semester. 
Williams said ·he sends out a 
memo to the university ' s  fiscal 
agents toward the end of the fall 
semester asking if they are 
contemplating asking for an 
increase in student fees. 
He said the deadline for 
submission of a student fee increase 
request  i s  Feb .  1 of each year. 
Williams said he scrutinizes each of 
those requests to ensure it is a 
reasonable request for additional 
fee.money. 
Wil liams said the university 
cannot increase the activity, 
athletic , health service and 
pharmacy and union bond revenue 
fees without student approval via 
referendum. 
Fees which the studentsnave 
no control over are the health and 
accident  insurance fee and the 
textbook rental fee .  Health and 
accident insurance is set by the 
insurance company providing the 
service while the textbook rental 
fee is set by the Textbook Rental 
Service Advisory Committee and 
CAA approves 
• From page I A 
required in the human behavior, 
social interaction and wellness  
category of the general education 
curriculum. 
The category is part of a new 
general education c urricu lum 
CAA is designing in  accordance 
with a recommendation to revamp 
the general education core by the 
S tudy on Undergradu ate 
Education Report ,  wh ich  was  
completed last fall .  
An amendment was added last 
week that called for raising the 
number of credit hours to nine 
instead of the proposed six-hour 
requirement. 
After lengthy debate on the 
number of general education 
requirements, what courses could 
fulfill the categories and what the 
intent of wel lness  was ,  four 
members voted for the amend­
ment, six voted against it and one 
abstained. 
While discussing the wellness 
part of the element, CAA member 
Andrea Bonnicksen made a motion 
to rename the entire category to 
individual behavior, social behavior 
and wel l -being ,  which was 
approved by the council. 
"It preserves the original intent 
(of the SUE Report). Well-being 
could incorporate a variety of 
courses," Bonnicksen said. "It has 
been in use  for some time as  
opposed to  wellness, which isn 't 
in the dictionary. 
"Wellness is a catch phrase and 
I would rather not use this as a 
popular term wi th  studen t s , "  
Bonnicksen added. 
In addition to the new name, 
requirements will be two courses, 
and at least one course shall deal 
with the understanding of 
indiv idual  and/or c o l l e c tive 
behavior. 
Ac ademic departments w i l l  . 
now begin designing courses to 
fulfill the criteria set by CAA, and 
although there has been interest 
from the health department tci 
propose a course for the well­
being section, a variety of courses 
will be accepted, and could come 
from departments  such  as  
sociology, psychology and home 
economics. 
Once the entire curriculum is 
designed by CAA, Rives will give 
final approval. 
Edward-s & Bu I lwi nkel 
UNI-V. 
UNIV., a twice-weekly column that focuses on people , 
places and events at Eastern will not appear today. 
However, the Edwards and Bullwinkel will return 
Monday as regularly scheduled to give you all the latest 
Eastern tidbits. 
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The Grant-in-Aid fee is indexed 
for inflation and is tied to the 
hou sing fee .  An increase of 4 
. percent in the housing fee would 
increase the Grant-in-Aid fee by 4 
percent 
The students decided the Grant­
in-Aid fee would be indexed for 
inflation ;  that fee is the only 
student-controlled fee which is  set 
·in that manner, he added. 
Williams said it is hard to pin 
down an exact amount by which 
student fees would actually increase 
if the referendum passed because of 
the fluctuating costs of health and 
accident insurance, and the rising •TR,S 
DAR& 
PIZZERIA. 
Coors Light 
Quarts 
2.25 
Pool Tables 
Park Place 
Fall Availability 
ask about our 
FREE AMENITIES 
• 2 & 3 Bedroom Units 
•Fully Furnished 
•Central A/C 
•Dishwashers 
•Balconies . 
•Laundry & Parking 
,:cai1 ·Anytime 
348-1479 or 
(217)359-0203 
Accepting Spring Leases 
aft� 
,. ... '!!- �I 
On the Square 
Charleston, IL 
FRI 
Kitchen Special 
teak Kabobs 
regular & deluxe 
Clam Strips 
11-2 & 5-9 
SAT 
Labatt's Blue 
1.50 
ALL DAY 
KITCHEN SPECIAL 
RIB·EYE 
STEAK 
SAJYDWICH 
11-3 
Try our game room 
"best in town" 
pool tables 
foosball • pinball 
costs of textbooks and inflation. 
The health and accident 
insurance fee increased $13 this 
year to $48.40, and may increase in 
the future. "With the insurance fee, 
who knows? Our in surance i s  
almost unpredictable. We take the 
best of two bids (from insurance 
companies which offer the 
university health and accident . 
coverage)," Williams said. 
He added the fees for Health 
Service and the health service 
pharmacy have not been increased 
for five years.  "It 's  difficult to 
speculate what it will be in 1991." 
Since the Grant-in-Aid and the 
housing fee are indexed for 
inflation, any economic swing 
could signific antly change the  
amount charged for those services. 
The Textbook Rental Service 
Advisory Committee also raised the 
textbook rental fee from $55 to $60 
to help offset a $214,000 deficit 
accumulated over previous fiscal 
years. 
Therefore, making any predic­
tion about student fees in 1991 is 
"terribly speculative" according to 
Williams, who added that "students 
have every right to ask where their 
money i s  going and receive a 
reasonable answer." 
Wtlliams said students can come 
to his office and see exactly what 
their fees are going for and how 
they are calculated. 
Rlchard•s Farm 
Restaurant 
Casey, IL 
217-932-5300 
25 miles Southeast of Charleston 
Enjoy the warm, relaxed 
atmosphere of an authentic 
1930's barn. 
• 1 lb. Pork Chop (our specialty) 
• Steaks, Seafood & Chicken 
• Soup, Salad & Bread Bar 
• Weekend Specials 
Prime Rib & Catfish 
• Homemade Desserts 
incl. Persimmon Pudding 
• Sunday Buffet 11 a.m.- 2 p.m. 
The perfect place to bring 
the family on 
PARENTS WEEKEND. 
RESERVATIONS RECOMMENDED 
Jerry's Pizza & Pub 
'!P 
dL 
345-2844 
WHY llD 
PLAY � 
GAMES? 
Call Jerry's for a Great Hot Pizza 
Delivered to Your House or Room In 30 
Minutes or Less! 
TRY OUR lWO FOR 1 
2 Large Single Ingredient 
Pizzas 
$12.95 
Large Single 
Ingredient Pizza and 
Quart of Coke 
$6.95 
Delivered 345-2844 
Large Two 
Ingredient Pizza and 
Quart of Coke 
$8.25 
D-. .. 1ered 345-2844 
Small Single 
Ingredient Pizza and 
Quart of Coke · 
$5.25 
Delivered 345-2844 
Small Two 
Ingredient Pizza and 
Quart of Coke 
$6.20 
Delivered 345-2844 
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TERRI MCMILLAN/Photo editor 
Mary Weber (left) and Lee Dallas listen to Sgt. John Brady explain a 
diagram of an Oct. 7 accident in which a 14-year-old girl was killed. 
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Coroner's inquest reveals 1 _4-year-old 
died of skull fracture in Oct. 7 accident 
By MINDY RAPPE 
Staff writer 
At least one Eastern student may 
face criminal charges stemming 
from an Oct. 7 incident in which a 
14-year-oid giri was killed in a car 
accident. 
The jurors for Thursday's inquest 
ruled that intoxication and driving 
inexperience directly resulted in the 
death of Mt. Olive resident 
Kimberly Nowell, who died in the 
car accident after leaving a high 
school band contest at O' Brien 
Stadium. 
Junior Jeff Overby and senior 
Loren Gill are being investigated 
by the university and could face 
charges by the State's Attorney's 
office, Charleston police sergeant 
John Brady said, when Nowell and 
three friends were found to be 
drinking in Overby's Taylor Hall 
room. 
Overby, 1 9, is being investigated 
for possession of beer in his room. 
The policy Eastern follows states 
only residents over 21 may possess 
beer or wine in their rooms, Brady 
said. 
Gill, 2 1 ,  knowingly bought beer 
for the underage students at 
Gateway Package Liquors, the 
police sergeant said. 
Nowell died as a result of a skull 
fracture sustained in the one-car 
accident west of Charleston on 
Illinois Route 16 after drinking beer 
in Overby's room, the jury deter­
mined. 
Nowell was one of three passen­
gers in the car driven by Ami 
Deets, also known as Ami Allen, 
1 6, which crossed the median from 
the westbound lane and overturned. 
Five people turned out for the 
inquest, and at least one of those 
people expressed surprise at the 
small turnqut and what seemed to 
be a lack of concern for the serious­
ness of the incident. 
"Charleston's alcohol problem is 
getting very big," the coroner said. 
Brochures provide facts of Student Rec Center 
By RUDY NOWAK 
Associate campus editor 
The proposed 70,000 square-foot recre­
ation center addition would provide more 
recreational space for students while easing 
crowded conditions in Lantz. 
At least those are a few of the benefits 
which proponents of the proposed student 
recreation center have stated, and to punctu­
ate those points, a brochure.detailing the 
entire center has been printed and is being 
distributed. 
According to the brochure, which architect 
Bob Gruber and the administration have sup­
plied for students, the additionaj facilities pri­
marily would be for recreational use. 
The br ochures are availabl e in the 
Housing Office of the Martin Luther King 
Jr. University Union. 
It was announced at Wednesday's 
Student Senate meeting that Gruber also 
will be in the Walkway of the Union from 
10:30 a.m. to 1 :30 p.m. Tuesday, giving out 
brochures and answering any questions stu­
dents may have. 
The proposed center includes five full­
size courts, eight volleyball courts or 1 4  
badminton courts. A small warm-up area 
and lounge would be located adjacent to 
the courts. On the upper level of the courts 
a jogging track of which eight laps would 
equal one mile would be constructed. 
__ l 
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The weight room would overlook the 
new main gym and include Nautilus and 
Universal machines as well as free weights, 
rowing machines, stationary bicycles and 
climbers. The circuit training room would 
have more of the same types of equipment, 
according to the brochure. 
HPER department's use of the space. dents and faculty from 5 p.m. to midnight. allows the flexibility to adapt the changes," 
Gruber said. • The main central gym in Lantz will be 
available from 8 p.m. to m1.inight. 
Four multi-purpose rooms on balconies 
at either end of the addition's main gym 
will be used for dance and aerobic studios, 
martial arts and general activities. The 
room also would provide faeilities for the 
Health, Physical Education and Recreation 
department (HPER). 
• According to the brochure, the jogging 
·track, one weight room and the basketball 
courts (and volleyball and badminton 
courts) will be available from 6 a.m. to 
midnight. 
• The multi-purpose room for martial 
arts will be open from noon to midnight. 
• The circuit weight room will be open 
from 3 p.m. to midnight. 
• The classrooms and other multi-pur­
pose rooms will be available for use by stu-
"The nice thing about the recreation cen­
ter is that if you want to play basketbail 
after classes you won't have to wait," 
Gruber said during a press conference held 
Monday. 
Gruber also stressed the importance of 
the flexibility of the new facility. 
"Things that are popular now may not be 
10 or 1 2  years from now; this facility 
The addition would be on the north end 
of Lantz facing Grant Avenue where the 
parking lot currently is. Improvements on 
the existing lots would help to alleviate 
some of the parking problems which the 
university could face. 
On Monday, Eastern President Stan 
R ives said improvements made in the 
Ninth Street lot by the entrance of Greek 
Court and the south end of Fourth Street as Times when the addition's work area 
would be available would depend on the 
Flaw in Martinsville reports change Sen. Woodyard's mind 
By KIM MIKUS 
Senior reporter 
It took a flawed report by the 
Illinois Department of Nuclear 
Safety on a proposed low-level 
nuclear waste facility in Martins­
ville to change Sen. Harry "Babe" 
Woodyard's mind about the safety 
of a site in his district. 
But Woodyard, R- Chrisman, 
who thu mbed his nose at the 
Republican establishment Wed­
nes d ay in support of the state 
Senate's decision to investigate 
alleged improprieties at the IDNS, 
said he still feels strongly that the 
facility could end up in either 
Wayne or Clark counties. 
The Senate Wednesday narrow­
ly en dorsed a resolution urging 
the state to move no further on 
selecting a site for a nuclear facil­
'ty until the Senate Executive 
Committee examines the site 
selection process. 
Approval of the Democratic­
sponsored resolution came on a 31-
24 vote, with Woodyard being one 
of only two Republican senators 
voting in favor of it. Judy Barr 
Topinka, R-Riverside, was the other 
Republican who supported the oth­
erwise partisan action. 
"I thought the facility had some 
positive aspects at first," Wood­
yard said, explaining his role was to 
work with the Martinsville commu­
nity to provide economic stability. 
"I understand the financial con­
cerns of the site," Woodyard said. 
"This would generate a lot of dol­
lars." 
But Woodyard said he changed 
his mind about three weeks ago 
when a state study found the safe­
ty of the side was based on unsup­
ported conclusions. "That's when 
I decided to back off." 
Woodyard and Sen. Jerome 
Joyce, D-Essex, co-sponsors of 
the resolution, told the Senate 
they didn't want to attack the 
IDNS or director Terry Lash, 
instead they wanted was more 
honesty by the agency. 
Woodyard told the senate, "We 
need some type of legislative form" 
to scrutinize the IDNS's actions. 
"N o one can tell me that 
Martinsville is technically safe," 
Woodyard said. 
Some of the investigation oppo­
nents are unhappy, he said, but 
added, "I don't know how anyone 
can be opposed to taking a closer 
look. I don't know how people on 
my side of the aisle could be 
opposed to this." 
Members of Concerned Cit­
ize ns Against a Radioactive 
Dump in Clark County went to 
Springfield for Tuesday's Execu­
tive Committee hearing, but were 
unable to be· heard because of 
time restraints. 
The new investigating commit­
tee of about 1 5  people will hold 
public hearings so citizens in the 
area will be able to talk and be 
heard, Woodyard said. 
Martinsville landowner Kona 
Morill said she feels residents 
have been ignored since the pro­
ject began two years ago. "We've 
been treated pretty shabbily out 
here," said Morill, who lives 53 
feet from the proposed site. 
Woodyard agrees the investiga­
tion will open things up, but dis­
agrees the investigation will put a 
hold on the selection process. 
"The time fraple is not going to 
delay the site selection," he said. 
The hearings are scheduled to 
take place in December, with a 
decision coming sometime in 
January, Woodyard said. 
But Concerned Citizen Steve 
Cloud said Lash lied when he said 
the deadline was Jan. 1, 1989. 
"All of this talk about deadlines 
is hubbub," Cloud said, adding 
that all Gov. James Thompson has 
to do is write a letter to extend the 
site's license deadline. 
Cloud said it just took a while 
for some people to see the lack of 
organization. "I think Woodyard 
knows what's going on. Other 
Republicans should also pay 
attention." 
Woodyard said the new investi­
gation must change the minds of 
the General Assembly in order for 
the site not to be selected for one 
of the two proposed sites. "It still 
wouldn't surprise me if the dump 
did end up in Wayne or Clark 
counties." 
The [ t . N D0i1y as ern ews 
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Senate backing 
to prove crucial 
for Martinsville 
a� County citizens opposed to a proposed 
low-level .radioactive waste facility in their 
county found some allies this week - allies with 
dout. 
State senators voted Wednesday to pursue 
an investigation of the Illinois Department of 
Nudear Safety, which has come under fire for 
the way it has handled two 
Editorial years· of dump site 
selection. 
Accused of doctoring geological reports for 
the proposed Martinsville site, the IONS also 
had its $20 million request for l icense 
applications at the two proposed sites put on 
hold with Wednesday's vote. 
In addition, department director Terry Lash 
was embarrassed Tuesday by Senate President 
Philip Rock, who stopped just short of calling for 
Lash's resignation . Sen. Jerome Joyce, the 
investigation resolution's co-sponsor, did 
suggest for Lash to step down. 
These types of S pringfield antics have 
deservedly garnered headlines, and perhaps the 
efforts - two years worth - of dump opponents 
are finally reaching fruition. 
One organization in particular, Concerned 
Citizens Against a Radioactive Dump in Clark 
County, deserves credit for persistence in its 
convictions. 
· 
Martinsville has a population of 1,300, and 
the Concerned Citizens group has often felt 
bullied by a bureaucratic department left to 
dictate policy virtually unreined - until now. 
Sen. Harry "Babe" Woodyard, R-Chrisman, 
should also be commended for co-sponsoring 
the resdlution. Woodyar9 •. · o_ne of two 
Republicans to vote in favor o� th� investigatiol),· · 
was able to prioritize the v�e of crucial and 
correct 'data above economic gaiR in 
Martinsvil(e. 
Illinois cannot choose a dump site until a 
r e port on the site selection process is 
completed .and it ·can . be:dete'rmined. a dump 
' �ould p0se no health or.safety threat. 
�! Martin�lle.still may be subjected to a dump 
that d>uld possibly leak nudear waste into the 
water table, down the Embarrass River and into 
Charleston's resel'Voir located 30 miles away. 
But now every voice will be heard and all 
data (hopefully correct) will be analyzed. 
I TODAY'S 
'' 
<l"'1E justice is trnth in action. 
Benjamin Disraeli 
Rec center may be a competitive asset 
On Wednesday, E astern 
students will have an opportunity 
to contribute to the university's 
continuing expansion by voting on 
a referendum that proposes 
building a student recreation 
center as an addition to Lantz 
Gym. 
Students will be asked to ra15e 
student fees to pay an estimated 
$6 million to build the center, 
another $1.5 million to finance it Mike 
and $1.1 million a year to cover ntzgerald operating expenses. 
If the referendum is approved, 
the university will also issue tax-free municipal bonds at an 
Point 
interest rate of 7.5 percent for 
25 years. So, in effect, when 
Eastern students vote Wedn� -------- day, they will be deciding 
whether to saddle future Eastern students with the debt. 
Eastem's administration estimates the initial student fee 
increase at $53.98. T hat could go as high as $60 
depending on construction costs. 
If that estimate is on target, 1he only way the fee would 
increase again is if students voted on another referendum 
to approve It 
The proposed 70,0CXJ square-foot addition includes five 
basketball/volleyball courts, a one-eighth mile jogging 
track, a multi-use gym , an activity room for aerobics, a 
weight room and a circuit-training room .The targeted 
completion date for the project is the fall of 1991. 
That's the background. Now here are the reasons I think 
you should vote YES on Wednesday. 
First. we need more rec space. 
Everyone who uses Lantz and McAfee knows we need 
more space. just ask anyone who has had to endure the 
crowded weightroom or had to wait until midnight before 
starting an intramural basketball game. 
If the referendum p asses, students receive-the 
additional space and more time will be allotted to use the 
facility. Students wouldn't run Into any conflicts with 
Eastern's athletic teams since adequate space would be 
available for both. , 
Second, there may not be a better opportunity to 
.finance the project. Since state law prohibits student rec 
centers from being built with tax money, Eastern must 
issue bonds to finance the project. 
And the university can receive a good interest rate to 
finance the rec center. Compare 7.5 percent for financing 
the rec center to the 10 percent Eastern is paying for 
issuing bonds for residence hall construction. 
Third, it makes us competitive with Illinois State, 
Southern Ulinols and other state schools where new rec 
centers have been built recently. 
I admit I'm a senior who plans to graduate in May. I 
won't be affected by the fee increase. 
But I think we should pass the referendum because it 
will enhance the ability to recruit and retain students and 
provide future Eastern students with more than adequate 
facilities. lhink of where we would be if previous students 
hadn't voted to increase student fees to build Lantz or 
expand the Union. 
Sure, it is a saaiflce some present and future students 
will bear, but in the long term everyone will benefit 
- Mike Fitzgerald Is a senior reporter and a reg�Jar 
columnist for The Dally Eastern News. 
Pumping .iron Won't build academics 
As our textbook bindings fall 
apart and our dassrooms become 
overcrowded, the president of our 
university says we need a $6 
million recreation ·center to be 
"competitive" with other state 
schools. 
' Illinois State University, which I 
attended during the· spring ,_ 
semester of 1988, has a 'beautiful 
new rec renter fQr all students to 
use. It is lavished with aerobics Rebecca 
rooms,  indoor basketball and Gambill 
volleyball courts, a juice bar and 
two sets of nautilus weights. (It is also over six blocks from 
any residence hall, but that isn't the issue here.) 
All of these lux-uries are nice, but the bottom line is this: 
They didn't raise my grades. 
Like many students, I came to college to get an 
education, not to get "pumped up." My parents and I 
spent well over $3,0CXJ in that one semester at ISU for 16 
hours of credit. And it wasn't so I could spend my time in a 
health dub better than the one my own hometown offers. 
How can a lavish- rec cent�r make our school more 
competitive? 
Rives said in an artide on page one of Tuesday's Dally 
Eastern News that the rec center is "necessary and 
desirable in order to be competitive in attracting and 
retaining students." 
What would be wrong with attracting and retaining 
students by bragging about a low student-teacher ratio? Or 
by telling the students that they can actually graduate in 
four years with the courses they want to take. 
The $6 million for this proposed facility could be put to 
better use. It could be used for the sole purpose of this 
university - education. 
We could hire instructors to teach extra sections of those 
courses which even seniors have a hard time getting into 
because they are so overtoaded. 
In my Ovit War History course, for example, the chairs 
are packed so tightly that there is no aisle. 
W e  ...... 
·could also 
buy new ••lllillllll.;;illlii:iA,;i.&.1r.A.;.:il.I .,..,. .... .._. 
textbooks -
with more recent copyright dates and whlch are in better 
condition. Speaking of my history dass, I received a book 
which was not bound at all. It came in two pieces. (I was 
lucky enough to get a trade-in but it wasn't in much better 
shape.) 
As oollege-educated people heading into the 90s, v.1e 
have to realize that an education body has to be our main 
concern. As students, have to take this issue into our 
hands and demand our tuition money be used for genuine 
ac.ademic purposes. 
Some students may argue my points. These students 
are mainly those who do not hold education as their first 
priority, even though Eastern has traditionally been an 
institution of knowledge and higher education. 
We do not need an elaborate indoor facility to "keep fit 
we have other means for that. What we do need is a solid 
education from our tuition money that will secure our 
futures. 
When it comes time for us to make a decision, I can't 
help but think I'll have plenty of time to join a health dub 
after I've "pumped up" my income through a good job. 
But that doesn't come without a good education. 
- Rebea:a Gambill Is a staff Writer and guest columnist 
The Dally Eastern News. 
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G reen peace lecturer d raws 200 
By SANDY SKADAUSKI 
Staff writer-
Approximately 200 people filled 
the Grand Ballroom Thursday 
night as the University Board pre­
sented Christopher Childs, a repre­
sentative from Greenpeace. 
Childs has been on the college 
campus circuit  for two years 
speaking at colleges from Maine to 
Texas and from Florida to 
Minnesota. Childs purpose was to 
talk to students about working with 
the environment and "inspire to do 
what we were called to do on this 
earth," he said. 
Childs '  presentation included 
sl ide s showing the hi story of 
Greenpeace and the many issues 
that the group is protesting. Such 
areas include saving the whales,  
stopping the slaughtering of seals, 
atomic and nuclear testing, and 
pollution of the planet. 
"We can make things better," 
said Childs. "I was never into scar­
ing people into being good." 
The story of Greenpeace starts 
in 1 97 1  when a group of 
Canadians and Americans char­
tered a fishing boat, renamed it the 
"Rainbow Warrior" and docked off 
the coast of Alaska to protest 
against underground nuclear bomb 
testing. "Unfortun;itely this didn't 
work because the boat was inter­
cepted by U .S customs and the 
. •NY KERNAGIS/Staff photographer 
Christopher Childs, a representative with the Greenpeace environ­
men(al group, addressed about 200 students in the University Union 
Thursday night, and stressed the importance of protecting the envi­
ronment. 
crew members were sent home," 
said Childs. "The members were 
afraid of going back to Vancouver 
embarrassed but they were wel­
comed as heroes." 
Childs continued his presenta­
tion with other inspiring stories of 
heroism and stories of discourage­
ment - including one story about 
when the Rainbow Warrior was 
sunk by two French mines July 10, 
1 985. 
One of the photographers 
involved with Greenp€?ace was 
killed in the incident. 
"We think we know when we 
are taking risks because we are 
afraid," said Childs. "But, when 
we get ti) the other side of what we 
.were c...aid of, we see that there 
was no risk." 
Despite the seriousness that 
Greenpeace takes with each of its 
missions ,  there is a mixture of 
humor involved with their purpose. 
SA 
Back to earth 
pai r of students caug ht 
walki ng on  McAfee roof 
B y  CHARLA B RAUTIGAM 
Staff writer 
Two Eastern students  w ere 
arrested Tuesday morning after 
University Police spotted the men 
walking aro und the roof of 
McAfee Gym. 
Junior David Meyer, 2 1 ,  and 
sophomore Michael Middleton , 
20, who used an extension ladder 
to climb onto the building, were 
charged with criminal trespassing 
and d i s o rderly conduct ,  sa id  
U n i v ers ity Pol ice  Chief  Tom 
Larson. 
The men, spotted around 1 2:30 
a.m. by an officer as he checked 
the doors  to McAfee , d id  not 
respond when asked to c l i m b  
down� Larson said. 
Tw o other officers  on duty 
were called to the scene and "took 
up different positions" around the 
building, Larson added. 
However, the students "did not 
respond to the officers" until 1 :50 
a.m. when they climbed down the 
ladder, Larson said. 
The two students were taken to 
the Charleston Police Department 
where bond was set at $ 1 ,000. 
Both students posted the required 
l 0 percent and were released. 
An initial court appearance flas 
been set for Nov. 30. In- addition, 
the students wil l  appear before 
Eastern 's Judicial Board, Larson 
said. 
The only other incident occur­
ing on Eastern ' s  campus over 
Hal loween weekend involved  
vandals who broke a Triad food 
serv ice  w indow around 1 2 : 5  8 
a.m. Wednesday. Larson said. 
The incident was reported by a 
bu i ld ing  serv ice  w orker who 
heard the noise and discovered 
the broken window, Larson said. 
However, no arrests were made. 
"We (Eastern) usually have a 
l i ttle damage (over Halloween 
weekend)," Larson said. 
Last  year, several  students  
gathered together to start a fight, 
Larson said. However, the group 
di sbanded and the fight  never 
occurred. 
In 1 987, a student was arrested 
for knocking  down w iring 
ins ta l led  around sev eral new 
bushes around C arman H al l ,  
Larson said. 
That same night, someone else 
threw two rocks through a Booth 
Library window, Larson said. 
I l l inois cam pus greek grou ps to meet at Eastern . 
By STEPHANIE CARNES 
Activities editor 
Illinoi s campus greek groups 
wi l l  converge on Eastern th i s  
weekend for a conference on  the 
issues and problems facing frater- · 
nities and sororities today. · 
The Mid-America Inter-fra­
ternity Council Association and 
the Mid-America Panhel lenic 
Coun-cil Association wil l  gather 
S aturday i n  the  U n i v er s i ty 
Ballroom of the Martin Luther 
King Jr. University Union. 
Registration and an orientation 
session will be held Friday in the 
Union Bookstore lounge "to let 
everyone know who is there and 
what is going to take place the 
next day," said John Geiger, the 
Illinois district coordinator of one 
of the groups. 
S aturday ' s  conference wi l l  
begin at 9 a.m. with a "buzz" ses­
sion seminar involving members 
from the two council associations 
discussing certain i ssues within 
their groups. 
At 1 0:30 a.m. there will  be a 
" c r i t i c a l  i s s u e s "  p a n e l  c o m ­
p r i s e d  o f  fo u r  o f  t h e  g r o u p  
members:  Steve Blair, national 
fratern i t y  repre sen tati v e  for 
Lambda C h i  A l ph a,, C h ar l e s  
Eberly, university administrator, 
Cher i  S an d e r s ,  1 9 8 7  Eastern 
greek adv i ser ,  and  E i l e e n  
S u l l ivan ,  as s i stant director o f  
student activities/greek affairs. 
"The panel will discuss legal 
l iab i l i ty ,  hazin g ,  sexual  
assault/acquaintance rape and 
racism among sororities and fra­
ternities ,"  Geiger said. "It wil l  
also involve  these  as campus 
problems, too." 
There will be a break from the 
seminars at noon with a luncheon 
in the 1 895 Room of the Union. 
The final seminar will be held 
at 2 p.m. with a presentation enti­
tled " Double Vision" by S teve 
Bfair. 
"All members will fill out dat­
ing surveys," Geiger said. "It (the 
final seminar) is supposed to be 
really fun." 
Pane l  to d iscuss racial d iscri m i nat ion  on  campus 
By JULIE JOHNSON 
Staff writer 
Stevenson Hall will be the site 
of a racial discrimination panel 
designed to make students more 
aware of issues facing various 
races of students on campus. 
The panel of two faculty mem­
bers , two greek organization 
members and four students will 
speak at 7 p.m. in the hall's lobby. 
The panel is being sponsored 
by Eastern 's Multi-Cultural and 
Diversity Committee, a commit­
tee of residence hall counselors 
and r e s i de /Pt a s s i s tants  w h o  
work toward establishing diver­
sity among the different races 
and cultures on Eastern's cam­
pus. 
"All students are welcome to 
attend," said Brent Kondritz, a 
resident assistant from Stevenson. 
Students will  play an active 
role in the panel discussion by 
Weekend Specials 
free del ivery 
-XL 1 Topping P izza 
2 - 32oz. Cokes $7� 
-2 - Med i u m  1 Topping Pizzas 
2- 32 oz . Cokes $1 oim 
- 1  XL 1 Toppi ng Pizza 
Lg . Salad , 2 - 32oz . 
Cokes $9� 
345-3354 
. •  . 
THE 
D E L I 
D 
ON THE SQUARE 
6 1 5  MONROE 
CHARLESTON, IL 
asking questions regarding racial 
issues, Kondritz said. 
The panel will feature a mix­
ture of black and white students 
and faculty members who will 
pro v i d e  the a u d i e n c e  w i th a 
unique perspective on current  
i ssues facing college students 
today, said Curt Thomas ,  co­
chair of Eastern 's Multi-Cultural 
and Diversity Committee and 
director of East and Ninth Street 
halls. 
Cry stal Wi l son ,  a resident  
assistant in  Pemberton Hall, said 
the members of the panel and the 
audience will be required to fol­
low specific guidelines when ask­
ing questions . 
The panel 's two most important 
guidelines encourage no name­
calling and the phrasing of ques­
tions the way participants would 
want questions phrased to them­
selves, Wilson said, adding the 
third guideline is for audience 
members to have fun. 
Panel members include Charles 
Eberly, an assistant professor of 
educational psychology and guid­
ance assistance; John Coffey, an 
academic advisor; Jamie Yates, a 
Delta Tau Delta member; Dennis 
Morrison , an A.lpha Phi Alpha 
member; Brett Gerber, Eastern 's 
student senate speaker; sopho­
mores Grace DeAngelis  and 
Valencia Jones; and senior Alma 
Watson. 
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-----·- WITH A ·  TWIST·------
506 W LINCO.LN (bV Wal�Mart ) 
Friday 
Dinner Special 
All You Can Eat 
Catfish! 
$5.95 per person 
Prime Rib with tossed 
salad and choice of baked 
potato or rice pilaf. 
8 oz. $10.95 
12 oz. $12.95 
Saturday 
Dinner Special 
America's Cut Pork Chop 
with salad and choice of 
baked potato or rice pilaf. 
1- 9 oz. chop $7.95 
2-9 oz. chops $10.50 
3-9 oz. chops $12.95 
3/4-pound Snow Crab Legs 
Dinner with all the 
trimmings 
$12.95 
, 
. Sunday 
Dinner Special 
16 oz. T-Bone Steak Dinner 
with tossed �d and 
choice of baked potato or 
rice pilaf� 
$10.95 
Special 
1/2 order of 
Snow Crab Legs 
dinner with. any entree 
Ii.. $5.95 � 
Sunday Brunch : 11 AM-2 PM $5.50 per person Dining room open to 8 PM 
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R HA with i n  j ust s ix po i nts 
of captu r i ng state contest 
By ERIC FULTZ 
Staff writer 
The Residence Hall Association 
i s  trying to win the I l l inois  
Residence Hall Association School 
of the Year award. 
Michele Spaulding, RHA nation­
al communications coordinator, said 
Eastern's RHA is only six points 
behind the RHA at the University 
of Illinois at Cham-paign. 
Points are awarded for attendance 
to the IRHA conference, attendance 
to semi-annual meetings,  Program 
of the Month and Leader of the 
Month submissions and exchanges 
with other schools in IRHA. 
The RHA is a governing system 
for Eastern's residence halls. 
And if Eastern's RHA submits 
several more Program of the Month 
and Leader of the Month forms, 
they could possibly be the next 
IRHA School of the Year, 
Spaulding said. 
In other business: 
• RHA Treasurer Teresa Craig 
announced RHA was donating 
$155.80 of the money earned from 
the Haunted House to the United 
Way. 
After the donation, RHA will 
break even on the Haunted House, 
Craig said. 
• Nancy Brown and Sandy 
Micheletti, Stevenson Hall repre­
sentatives, said they are attempting 
to change the Dorm/Housing 
Payment sign in the cashier 's office 
to read Residence Halli-Housing 
Payment. 
Micheletti said the word "dorm" 
is a derogative term to an RHA 
member. 
Charyle Miller, Ford Hall resi-
Halloweens Over 
take care of t"f,Jat scary do! 
Get a 
FREE HAIRCUT 
(with a $5 shampoo) 
Perms just 
$21 .95 
C h i c a g o  
Style _ cuts 
. , .� : ,  � .  � , • � ' 
" t ,. � • 
. ' . - � .. ; -
.� . ·  . �: . 
· 1� ,. · f ·� ' 
1HE PINK HOUSE 
Tans too! 
$2 . 50/tan 
1 0  tans  
$.20.00 
LOMA•s HAIR CREATIONS 
" 345-4343 
YJhatiCJm} 
ll6�f'IIItfllf 
Daily 
Breakfast 
Specials 
Carryout available 
7- 1 1  :30 Sat 7-2 Sunday 
7th & Madison 1 block north �Mlillll"'�t111 
345-7427 of the square 
HEY KIDDIES, 
· · /#/�If 
Clean your room, � / j 
throw away 
, /j the beer 
� f cans , and get a 
haircut! 
someone special is c�oming-
dent, said "DORM stands for 
Dismal Ordinary Room of Mine 
and RESIDENCE HALL stands for 
Really Exciting Sen sational 
Individually Designed Enlighten­
ing New College Experience that 
Houses an Abundance of Life and 
Love." 
Anybody who says the "D" word 
is immediately corrected, Miller 
said. • 
• RHA President Kim Berge­
mann announced Ryan Zufall will 
be the chairman of the Lip Sync 
contest committee. 
Zufall said his committee had 
already met and decided the date for 
the contest will be 7 :30  p.m. on 
Nov. 30. 
The committee is still working on 
the details  of the contest, Zufall 
said. 
YOU R  LAST CHANCE ! 
YOU SHOULD 
BE SHOT! o 0 �er'90 o O 
ALL CLASSES WELCOME 
first t ime photos and retakes 
- Photos taken ) · , 
Oct. 30-Nov. 3 :  1 2  am - 4 pm & 5 pm-9 pm, Mon-Th u rs .  
· . 8 am - 1 2  pm, 1 pm - 5 pm Friday. 
Photos taken Mon-Th u rs in the Neoga/Shelbyville rooms 
in the union. 
Friday photos will be taken in the Oklahoma room 
in Stevenson Basement 
Walk-ins welcome. Bring your best smile and your sitting fee. 
($4.00 for underclassmen & $5.00 for seniors and Grad students) 
Tonight 
Friday, 
Nov. 3 
in the 
Grand 
Ballroom 
6:30, 
9:00 
Adm ission : 
$1 . 00 
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Sand i n ista troops attack 
MANAGUA, Nicaragua San­
dinista troops launched attacks in 
Nicaragua's central and northern 
mountains  Th ursday to try to 
wipe out outn umbered Contra 
forces that have infiltrated from 
Honduras, according to reports. , 
I .t. Col. Rosa Pasos, a military 
spokeswoman , said most of the 
action was concentrated on rebels 
snealcing into Nicaragua, but she 
would confirm only one attack 
near Qu i l al i ,  in . the border 
province of Nueva Segovia. 
President Daniel Ortega ended 
a 1 9 -month cease-fire on 
Wednesday, saying the Contras 
had been stepping up attack s  
inside Nicaragua. He also blamed 
the United States for the renewed 
attacks  and accused Pre sident 
Bush of promoting "terrorism." 
The Contras announced Thursday 
they had accepted in principle a 
Sandinista offer to meet Monday 
and Tue srl <ty at the United 
Nations to u1scuss demobilization. 
Roman Catholic Cardinal Miguel 
Obando y Bravo said he had also 
accepted an invitation. 
In a communique, the Contras 
said they were still  awaiting an 
official invitation from a U.N. ­
Organization of  American States 
commiss ion  set  up to verify 
Central American peace accords. 
The Sandinista party newspa­
per Barricada said Thursday that 
combat units in 14 towns in north­
ern Nicaragua began operations 
overnight, but neither the newspa­
per nor Ms. Pasos gave details. · 
The Contra communique, dis­
tr i buted by the N i c arag uan 
Res i s tance in Te g u c i g alpa ,  
Honduras, said the Sandini stas 
mounted attacks Wednesday with 
tanks ,  helicopter gunships and 
heavy arti llery. 
Ms. Pases refused to comment 
on those reports and said she had 
no immediate reports on casual­
ties or details of the fighting. 
In Tegucigalpa, Contra comman­
der Enrique Bermudez said the 
Contras would continue observing 
the cease-fire because they have not 
had the resources to launch attacks 
since U.S.  non-lethal aid was cut 
off in February 1 988. 
''These troops will only carry out 
evasive actions," said Bermudez. 
Contra fi e l d  c ommanders 
began moving their troops back 
into Nicaragua from Honduras 
after Central American peace 
accords were signed Aug. 7.  
Protest cont i n ues i n  Ch i na 
BEIJING (AP) - For the fourth 
time in a week,  U . S .  officials  
protested the large Chinese police 
presence outside the U . S .  
Embassy and the harassment by 
guards of staff and visitors, an 
embassy source said Thursday. 
Also Thursday, China said for­
mer President Richard Nixon 's  
v is i t  w i l l  help  re s tore badly 
strained relations with the United 
States, but it insisted again that 
the blame lies with Washington. 
In the U . S .  capital , S tate 
Department spokesman Richard 
Boucher said incidents of harass­
ment are "unacceptably intrusive 
security activity, and we have 
pro tested thi s  and prev i o u s  
action s t o  Chinese authorities 
both in  Washington and in 
Beij ing . "  The embassy source,  
speaking on condition of 
anonymity, said the latest verbal 
protest came Wednesday, hours 
before another night of provoca­
tions outside Ambassador James 
Lilley's residence. 
On Wedne sday night,  about 
two dozen uniformed police and 
at least 10 plainclothes police 
congregated outside the gate to 
the residence, shining a spotlight 
and forcing visitors to go through 
a gauntlet of armed guards. 
Twenty other policemen were 
posted on nearby streetcorners 
and along the street in front of the 
compound , turning some cars 
away and forcing those going to 
the embassy to park hundreds of 
yards away even though there . 
were many empty spaces near the 
gate. 
When v i si tors tried to park 
c l o ser to the embassy,  pol ice  
banged on their cars and yelled at 
them to leave. 
Police cursed at a CBS crew 
that tried to photograph them, and 
they shined another spotlight into 
the crew's camera. 
A similar mass�ng of police 
occurred Tuesday evening, only 
then they were armed with auto­
matic rifles and .did not car()'. 
spotlights. 
· 
COACH 
EDDY'S 
PANTHER SPORT SHOPPE 
7A 
----- DAILY 9-8, SUN 1 2-5 ----- • 
1 4 1 4  SIXTH STREET, IN OLD TOWNE SQUARE 
ONE BLOCK NORTH OF OLD MAIN • CHARLESTON 
FRI 
SAT 
SUN 
ONLYI 
g�SHOES �(I 
Nike Alpha Force Nike Air Trasition 
B. B. Low f.i. Now � $5600 Now $ 5? 
Nike Airflight High 
� $r;; .. Reebok Freestyle � Now $ 39'Ml 
Asic Gel Trainer Reebok Club Classic 
,,, � �  
Now $ 581lil Now $341Hl 
,,f'-,fiJ{iij b Sun � Visor 
WiUt Every 
0 or more f'urcbase 
• Knit . ,Caps Now $� 
Selected 
Sweatshirts Only $ J �  
Many Colors 
While Supplies Last 
1 00% rr Cotton 
T-Shirts 
Now in Stock 
Now $6H Each 
I 
PARENTS WEEKEND 
NOVEMBER 10, 1 1  & 1 2  
Friday's 
Classified ads 
SA November 3, 1 989 
lJ!Services Offered 
R E S U M E '  PACKAG E S ,  typi n g ,  
copies, off-set printing, self-serve 
cop i e s ,  S c .  C H A R L E ST O N  
C O PY-X-Y O U R  C O M P L E T E  
QUICK PRINTER 207 LINCOLN . 
345-631 3. 
--- ______ 010 
Microwave Ovens.  Only $39.00 
for eight months. Carlyle Rentals. 
348-7746. 
--=-- ----= __ 00 
" M Y  S E C R ETARY" R e s u m e s ,  
papers, letters, and more. Next to 
Monicals. 903 1 8th St. 345-1 1 50 
9-5. 
---------�50 
W I L L I NG TO D O  O D D  J O B S :  
EXPERIENCED painting & land­
scaping etc. Call J eff or  Kevin 
348-0867 
_______ ca1 1 /3 ,8 , 1 5 
[j{Help Wanted 
UB is taking ap�l ications for the 
H o m eco m i n g  a n d  P u b l i c  
Relations Cocrdinator Positions. 
Stop by 201 University Union for 
more information and applications 
_________1 1 /3 
H o u sekeepers and H ab i l itat ion 
Aids n eeded to work i n  s m a l l  
group home for Developmentally 
Disabled Adults. Make applica­
tions to Deana to Tul l  House 1 9 1 1  
1 8th St. Charleston 345-3552 
_________1 1 /3 
NANN I ES Live-in childcare posi­
t i o n s  n e a r  N e w  Yo r k ,  
Philadelphia, t h e  beach.  Airfare, 
good salaries, benefits. Screened 
fam i l i e s .  F u n  s u p p o rt g ro u p .  
Princeton Nanny Placement, 301 
N .  Harrison St. , #41 6, Princeton, 
N.J .  08540; 609/497-1 1 95 
_________1 1 /1 0  
(fWanted 
WAN T E D  MALE S U B LEAS E R :  
L I VE W I T H  T H R E E  OT H E R  
M A L E S  AT R E G E N C Y  A P T S .  
ASK FOR PAU L  345-7697 
_________1 1 /1 0  
[if Adoption 
�oommates 
Need female subleaser for town­
h o u s e  apart m e n t ,  s p r i n g  
semester. Own room, rent nego­
tiable. Call J i l l ,  348-7635. 
--------�1 1 /3 F E M A L E  R O O M M AT E  F O R  
S P I R N G  ' 9 0  F u rn i s h ed h o u s e ,  
prime location, low rent and utili­
ties. Call 345-60 1 6 
_________ 1 1 /3 
2 female subleasers needed for 
house spr ing ' 9 0 .  Own roo m s .  
Close t o  campus. Call 345-4786 
:7"""".,-- --,--,-- ---1 1 0  M a l e  s u b l e a s e r  n e e d e d .  
Townhouse, close t o  campus,  2 
roommates, own room. Washer & 
Dryer included. Call 581 -5724 
______ 1 1 /6for rent file 
(!'For Rent 
S u b l easer n eeded for s p .  90"  
House, own room, close to cam­
p u s ,  2 roo m m ates . Was h e r  & 
dryer in house. Rent 1 40.00 mo. 
Call 348-0873, ask for J im.  
_________1 1 /3 
TWO B E D R O O M  H O U S E  
U N F U R N I S H E D ,  ATTA C H E D  
GARAGE, $300 OR SELL. TWO 
B E D R O O M  F U R N I S H E D  
A PARTMENT R E D U C E D .  345-
4846. 
1 1 /3 
s=-=-p=R�IN�G=-1-=-99.,...o�F=E.,...M�A-=-L=E-=s u B -
LEASER NEEDED.  LAST months 
R E N T  F R E E .  R e g e n cy apart­
m ents.  Cal l  345-7794. Ask for 
Deb. 
_________ 1 1 19  
Person n eeded to share house 
with one male.  $1 37.50 mo. plus 
u t i l i t i e s .  C a l l  F r a n k  5 8 1 -27 1 2  
between 8:00 and 4:30. 
_________ 1 1 /3 
1 female roommate needed for 
apt. c l o s e  to cam p u s ,  S p r i n g  
semester. Call 348-8759. 
1 1 /3 
s=-=-p=R�IN.,...G=-1�9�9-=o--=s-=-u=B�L=E...,-AS" E R  
NEEDED TO SHARE A HOUSE. 
OWN R O O M . CALL 345-53 0 1  
AFTER 9:00 P M  
_________ 1 1 /6 
F e m a l e  S u b l ea s e r  Wanted ! 
Furnished Apartment.  1 542 4th 
#3 . Across F r o m  S c i e n c e  
Bui lding. 348-0825 or 348-5078 
=---,---.,.-----�1 1 /1 0  Female subleaser needed Spring 
1 990,  Old Towne Apts.  Contact 
Amanda at 345-7320 
[jfFor Rent 
R O O M M AT E  N E E D E D  F O R  
SPRING.  Share house with two 
gir ls.  Own room . Close to cam­
pus . $ 1 25/month & util ities. Call 
Sue: 348-501 4. 
=---=--=----,---1 1 /3 Fo r R e n t :  O n e  b e d ro o m  A p t .  
across street (East) from Buzzard 
Bldg.  $ 1 75/ 1 , $200/2 , inc l udes 
water a n d  garbage p i c ku p .  
Avai l a b l e  J a n .  1 ,  1 9 9 0 .  
Unfurnished, carpeted , AC, car­
p o r t ,  n o n - s m o ke r s ,  no pets . 
Lease, deposit. Prefer University 
employees or two student gir ls  
345-2652. 
_________ 1 1 /3 
TWO B E D R O O M  H O U S E ,  
ATTAC H E D  GARAG E .  EXTRA 
LA R G E  L OT. Q U I ET A R E A .  
SELL O R  RENT 345-4846. 
_________1 1 /1 5  
F I RST MONTH FREE.  Four stu­
d e n t s .  2 b e d r o o m- f u r n i s h e d  
apartment i ncludes 1 1 /2 baths ,  
dishwasher & laundry faci l i t ies.  
Avai lable now. 1 0 1 7  Woodlawn.  
Phone 348-7746. 
__________ 00 
[j{For Sale 
Electric typewriter, good condi­
tion.  $30 or best offer. Cal l  581 -
3 1 46. 
_________ 1 1 /3 
' 7 6  Toyota C a l i c a ,  r u n s  good , 
A/C , n e w  b attery,  g o o d  t i r e s .  
$750/0BO. Call 345- 1 259. 
_________1 1 /8 
I l l inois-Charleston area Log-style 
h o m e ,  2 5 0 0  s q .  ft . ,  w a l k - o u t  
basement, cathedral ceil ings, loft 
area,  3 u psta i rs  b e d roo m s ,  3 
baths,  one 1 0x 1 4  bath with hot 
tub, full length deck, wood stove, 
central air, heat pump,  closets , 
water softe ner,  exce l l e n t  wel l ,  
sate l l i te  d i s h , 4 3  acre s ,  2 3  
woods/200 ti l lable, perfect pond 
sites , excel lent hunt ing,  can be 
subdivided . Sacrifice. (21 7) 348-
8768 evenings. 
1 1 /3 
T=R==E'""K....,8�3-=o--M,...,-o-u n_t_a.,...i n--=B"""i k-e 2 1 - · 
speed $325. Schwinn Le Tour 1 2  
speed $200. 345- 1 565 o r  348-
0807 
�--------1 1 0  C H E V R O L E T  F O R  S A L E :  
P EACE S I G N ,  M A G  W H E E L S ,  
A N D  F O U R  O N  T H E  FLOO R .  
B/O CALL COB 581 -2935 
. 
[!'For Sale 
2 5 2 2  S o .  5th R e a r  B s m t .  
E ntrance . Fr i-Sat.  8 - 1 , M o n  2 -
6 p m .  Misc.  Housewares, deh u ­
midifier, Set Noritake China, Lg. 
sq. coffee table,  coats,  purses, 
floral arr. , Sony off. dictaphone, 
snow blower, C. I .  safe 
_________ 1 1 /3 
�ost/Found 
G O L D E N  RETRI EVER/ COCK­
ER S PA N I E L M I X  R E D D I S H  
C O LO R .  W H I T E  S POT O N  
CHEST. WEARING G RAY COL­
LAR. PHONE 345-471 7  OR 345-
941 6 IF FOUND.  
_________ 1 1 0  
FO U N D :  W H IT E  E S P I R I T  BAG 
IN B UZZA R D  B L D .  CLA I M  AT 
DAILY EASTERN NEWS · 
1 1 0  
=Fo,,,....,.,u.,...N=o-:
-
-=F=A-=D�E:-:D,..----=B L U E  
L I G H T W E I G H T  B A C K PA C K  
WITH K EYS I N S I D E .  CLA I M  AT 
DAILY EASTERN N EWS 
_________1 1 0  [if Announcements 
FREE consultations for weddings 
o n  any b u d g et with  o u r  br ida l  
c o n s u l tants . New fas h i o n s  i n  
Bridal and Party Gowns arriving 
daily. Save $4.00 per yd. on all 
velvet fabr ics.  Norma's  B r i d a l  
Train , 3 0 8  N .  Central , P a r i s ,  I I .  
Ph. 21 7-463-21 20. 
_________ 1 1 /8 
T h e  M i s s  L i n c o l n  T r a i l  
Scholars h i p  Pageant ( a M i s s  
America Prel iminary) is seeking 
contestants for the i r  upco m i n g  
Pageant. Al l  i nterested women 
cal l  345-251 2  or 345-9053. 
1 1 /3 
p=A:-:N-.,.,H.,.,E=u--1=F.,,.C_a_n_,d....,U.,..,.N.,..,IT=E=o�wAY . 
V O L L E Y B A L L  t h i s  S u nday,  
November  5th  f rom ( 1  O a m  -
6p.m.)  
1 1 /3 
U....,N�IT"""E"""D,........,.W,.,..A.,.,.Y�V.,...O=L....,L-=E,.,..Y=BA L L  
TO U RN A M E NT ! !  Sunday, Nov. 
5th M cAfee Gym . ( 1 0am-6pm) 
F R AT E R N ITY & S O R O R I T Y  
COMPETITION. 
_________ 1 1 /3 
JULIE D EMARET: .Happy 1 9th B­
day!  Have a great weekend! Your 
b ig bro-Kim 
1 1 /3 
s=1=G-:-M:-:A--=P"'1·s=-:-=-H.,...A:':"'V:-=E:--A.,...-,,F,.,..A,....,,,NTAS-
A D O P T I O N :  P l e a s e  H e l p .  
Registered N u rse and h usband 
d e s p erate l y  w i s h  to adop an 
infant into loving home. Contact 
our attorney Carla E hlers (61 8)  
233-0480 , 26 East Washington,  
Belleville, I l l inois 62221 . �--------1 1 / 1 0  1 1 /3 FOR R E NT: Microwave Ovens AMC Renault w/ standard trans-
TIC TIME AT I N FORMAL! !  LOVE 
SARA 
=-----,,....,..--.,.-----1 1 /1 0  Show a fr iend you care with a 
classified! 
only $39 for eight months. Caryle · mission, needs work. $450 OBO. =--
-------1 1 13 Becky Mulcahy - I hope you have 
Friday's 
ACROSS 
1 - War (race 
horse) 
I Borders on 
10 N .F .L. player 
13 Chinaware items 
15 Actor Williams 
11 Conductor de 
Waart 
17 Boston transit 
run or rink 
divider 
19 Rummy game 
20 .Actor Linden 
21 Part of A.O. 
22 Next-to-last 
syllable 
24 Western capital 
ha 
Rentals 348-7746. Call 581 -5724 
__________00 _________ 1 1 /6 
a great 2 1 st birthday! !  Love, Kim 
_________1 1 /3 
Crossword Puzzle 
21 Noel singer 
27 0uit it ! 
21 Heavy weight 
29 Stlperstar 
30 Short-story 
writer . 
32 Sutherland role 
33 Accelerate 
31 Bruins' former 
coach 
31 Gal of songdom 
31 Vote in 
41 Koch and Flynn 
43 Leap ing car 
44 Precinct worker 
45 Covering worn 
over a boot 
49 Progr.ams for 
committees 
51 Candid; honest 
52 More snappish 
53 Founder of 
Kievan Russia 
54 Blockhead, in  
Brest 
55 - jiffy 
se Wales and 
Campbell . in  
hockey 
59 Fall mo. 
IO "What -," 
1 939 film 
151 Employ again 
62 Anne Lindbergh, 
-- Morrow 
IS3 Pause 
------------- 84 Makes a choice 
DOWN 
1 System 
2 Have - of a  time (enjoy) 
3 Bru ins ' Cam and 
fam i ly 
4 Eye, in poesy 
5 Place for a rink 
6 Machete 
7 -- supra (as 
above , in law) 
8 - Alley 
9 Dirty look 
_,,...-+....--'+'"'4 1 0  First team 
-.+;;;;+.;.+;:;,,i 1 1  Horns of --
1 2  Les Canadiims 
14 Paul Newman 
f i lm 
1 8  Parson ' s  ro le 
23 Actress Clare 
34 Refi nement 
35 Worship 
37 More sluggish 
40 Argot 
25 "O so le _.. 42 Set a dog on 
26 In  a shy way 44 Re lease,  1n a 
28 Experiment way 
31 Remote 46 Kin of a 
telecasts demitasse 
32 N H L player . 47 Hemingway or 
33 KjflsrHp • .  . . Lehman 
. •. ·.�,,* . ·'·.· ... f' a' .. -.• ' ., ,  .. f • •  � • .. .. - • 
48 Pee Wee ·s 
family 
50 Paste-on 
51 Poet Wilbur 's "Wal�ing to 
53 "The Mask � 
Manch u . " Karloff 
fi lm 
57 Kind of picker 
58 lylQd,err,ll�t : - : ·: '. - : 
Report errors immediately at 581 -28 1 2.  Correct 
ad will appear in the next edition. Unless notified, 
we cannot be responsible for an incorrect ad after 
its first insertion. Deadline 2 p . m .  previous day. 
[if Announcements [jfAnnouncements 
STE P H E N :  Ya wanna go to for­
m a l  or w h at !  ( I s  t h i s  s p e c i a l  
enough for you !?) 
_________ 1 1 /3 
TON I G H T ! !  THE ALL CAMPUS 
M E G A - B A S H  E V E RY O N E ' S  
TA L K I N G  A B O U T ! !  G R EAT 
M U S I C ,  G R EAT S P I R I T S ! !  
NORTH ROOM OF ROG'S $3.00 
COVER BE THERE ! ! ! !  
1 1 /3 
T=o""N,.,..l'""G�H=T,,...! =pA-=-R=T=y-=--=o..,..N,..,T=o�p OF 
PAG E  O N E  TAV E R N .  E V E RY­
B O D Y  W E L C O M E .  G O O D  
M U S I C ,  G O O D  B E E R !  O P E N  
9 P. M .  T I L L  1 A . M .  $ 3 . 0 0  
G I R LS/$3 . 5 0  G UY S  C O V E R .  
U S E  A L L E Y  E N T R A N C E .  
EVERYBODY WELCOME! 
--------�·1 1 /3 
Michelle Anspach You are doing 
a great job with pledging.  Keep 
up t h e  good w o r k !  Love B B  
Debbie 
_________ 1 1 /3 
Traci Triplett: You're doing great 
p ledgi n g .  Keep it  u p .  I ' m  very 
proud of you. Love Marcia 
.,-:--.,.---.,,,.--,-- ---1 1 /3 A l p h a  S i g s  d o n ' t  forget abou t  
Formal Meeting Sunday 
_________ 1 1 /3 
PRISCILLA - Darl ing, last week­
end felt l ike Viva Las Vegas all  
over agai n .  Please b r i n g  L i s a  
M a r i a ,  a n d  c o m e  h o m e  to 
Graceland soon . I need both of 
you here if I decide to make my 
shocking appearance back into 
society. Love daddy, ELVIS P. 
W I U  S W I M  TEAM: 1 Day u n t i l  
X a v i e r .  H ard work pays o f f .  
Remember, NOT H I N G  B E H I N D  
YOU MATTERS ! !  
1 1 /3 
Mike Gladson , S M I L E !  You ' re a 
great big bro. Thanks a bunch.  
Love, Kelly 
1 1 /3 
H EY P H I  SIGS - Have an awe­
s o m e  t i m e  at F o r m a l ! D r i v e  
Carefully! Love, George 
1 1 /3 
Tam i  Hoerr - Congratulations on 
getting laval iered to Todd Hasty. 
We're happy for you ! Love, You r  
P H I  SIG sisters 
_________ 1 1 /3 
P H I  SIGS - Peoria wil l  never be 
the sam e !  Start getting psyched 
for a great time at. Formal ! 
1 1 /3 
J E N N Y  B Y R D  a n d  C L I F F  
McCLURE CONGRATULATIONS 
ON G ETTING ENGAG E D .  YOU 
TWO MAKE A GREAT COUPLE. 
LOVE THE TRI SIGMAS 
_________1 1 /3 
TRI  S IGMAS A N D  DATES GET 
PSY C H E D  F O R  F O R M A L  89 
CHICAGO STYLE 
_________ 1 1 /3 
JEFF OETT I NG The Tri Sigmas 
would l ike to thank you for being 
a great Sigma Man. We will never 
forget #54. Good Luck ii .your last 
2 games 
_________ 1 1 13 
Come watch E I U's  Fraternaties 
batt le i t  out with each other at 
Pike Fight Night on Nov. 1 3 , 1 4, 
1 5  
_________ 1 1 /4 
KELLIE RYAN, Nightmare on 9th 
street  was aweso m e !  I ' m  so 
proud to say you ' re my Mom ! !  
Tau Love, Traci 
_________ 1 1 /3 
Bedpan & Bucket: Happy BIRTH· 
DAY! You guys are the greatest. 
Can't wait until Saturday - OUR 
N IGHT! Love, Mer 
_________ 1 1 13 
CINDY SPLINTER - 1 00 1 , 1 000, 
999. Can you Bel ieve it's here. 
Suddenly Aug. 1 st IS  NOT THAT 
FAR AWAY. LOVE, RICK 
_________1 1 /3 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
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• 
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• 
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Wish a friend a 
Happy Birthday 
by sending a 
Classified in 
The Dai ly Eastern 
News 
EIU 
SOCCER 
vs. 
SOUTHWEST 
MISSOURI 
SATURDAY 
2:00 
Lakeside 
Field 
FAN 
APPRECIA110N 
DAY! 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
. 
• 
. 
• 
. 
• 
• 
. 
• 
The Dally Eastern News 
Classified Ad Form 
Name: ------------------
Address: _____________ _ 
Phone: ______ Students D Yes D No 
Dates to run ----------------
Ad to read : 
Under Classification of: _________ _ 
Expiration code (office use only) _______ _ 
Person accepting ad ___ Compositor ____ _ 
no. words/days Amount due:$ ___ _ 
Payment: D Cash D Check D Credit 
Check number ___ _ 
20 cents per word fi rst day ad runs. 1 4  cents per word 
each consecutive day thereafter. Students with vai ld ID  
15  cents per word first day. 1 O cents per  word each 
consective day. 1 5  word min imum.  
. Student ads must be paid in advance. 
Deadl i ne 2 p.m. previous day-No exceptions 
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads 
considered l ibelous or in bad .taste. 
Friday's 
Classified ads 
Official Notices 
STUDENT TEActlNG 
SPRING 1 990  · DOWNSTATE 
There w i l l  be a m a ndatory 
meeting for all students plan­
n ing to student teach du ring 
Spring semester 1 990 down­
state on Wednesday November 
8, 1 989 at 2 p.m .  
Al l  Secondary M aj o rs s h o u l d  
m e e t  w i t h  t h e i r  Acad e m i c 
Coordinators in their offices, or 
w h e re d e s i g n at e d  by t h e  
Coordinator. 
All E lementary, J r. H i g h ,  and 
Special Education majors m ust 
meet  i n  t h e  B o o t h  L i brary 
Lecture Hal l .  
P lacem e nts for  Spr ing 1 990 
and i mportant i nformation wi l l  
be distributed regarding assign­
ments .  
Students m ust attend. 
Dr. Francis Summers 
C h a i r , S t u d e n t  Te ac h i n g  
Department 
PRE-REGISTRATION 
ASSISTANCE CENTER 
Stu d e n ts ass i g n e d  to t h e  
Academic Assistance Center 
who have not pre-registered for 
the Spring Te�m are u rged to 
make the i r  appointment .  The 
last day to pre-register wi l l  be 
Fr id ay, N o v e m b e r  1 0 . Yo u r  
appo i n t m e n t  t o  p r e - re g i st e r  
m u s t  b e  m ad e  i n  p e r s o n .  
P H O N E C A L L S  F O R  
APPOINTM ENT DATES WILL 
NOT BE ACCE PTED .  
Stu d e n t s  ass i g n e d  t o  t h e  
Center are rem i nded that the 
registration materials wil l  be in  
the Center at  the t ime of your 
appointment. Do NOT attem pt 
to pick u p  mater ia ls  p r i o r  to 
arrival at the Center. 
Calvin B.  Campbell • . 
Director, Academic Assistance 
COMP MATH INTERNSHIP 
All Computational Mathematics 
majors w h o  p l a n  to i n te r n  
between M a y  1 990 and May 
1 99 1  m u s t  m e et w i t h  m e  
betw e e n  2 : 3 0  a n d  3 : 3 0  o n  
T h u rsday,  N o v e m be r  9 t h  i n  
Main 316.  
A.J. Schaeffer 
Comp utati o n a l  M at h e m at ics 
Advisor 
LSAT Deadlines 
The deadl ine to register for the 
Dec 2 ,  1 9 8 9  Law S c h o o l  
Admiss ions Test i s  today. To 
secure reg istrat ion  mater ials 
contact Dr.  Leigh ,  the Pre-Law 
Advisor, 5 8 1 -6220,  C o l e m a n  
Hall 214- 1 .  
The Mock LSAT wi l l  be admin-
istered on Nov. " '. 3 p. m . All  
those taking th., Mock m u st 
register and pay the fee by 
Nov. 8. For information contact 
the Pre-Law Advisor, Dr. Leigh, 
581 -6220. 
Peter Leigh 
Pre-Law Advisor · 
FINANCIAL AID OFFICE 
CLOSURE 
The Office of Financial Aid wil l  
be closed on Friday, November 
1 0 ,  1 98 9  from 8 a . m .  - 1 :30 
p.m. The office staff wil l  be par­
ticipating in a workshop. 
John Flynn 
Director of Financial Aid 
PERKINS LOAN 
DISBURSEMENT 
Those students who h ave not 
s i g n e d  f o r  t h e i r  f a l l  P e r k i n s  
Loan m ust d o  s o  on November 
3 ,  1 989 Ch eck d isbursement  
wi l l  be held i n  the Lower Level 
East Wing, Student Services. A 
validated ID card m ust be pre­
s e n t e d . E v e n  t h o u g h  t h e  
Perkin s  Loan is t o  b e  paid to 
the U niversity the actual loan 
papers must be signed to trans­
fer the money. 
John Flynn 
Director of Financial Aid 
PERKINS/NDSL 
BORROWERS 
If you are graduating or do not 
p lan to be at last a half-t i m e  
student a t  E I U  next semester, it 
is m a ndatory to complete an 
exit interview. Fai lure to do so, 
w i l l  res u l t  i n  a C O M P L E T E  
H O L D  bei n g  p l aced o n  y o u r  
u niversity records. 
I n terviews w i l l  be he ld in t h e  
U n i v e rs i ty U n io n ,  S u l l i v a n 
Roo m ,  on Tuesday, Novem ber 
1 4 , 1 989. 
I n te rv i ews start at 9 : 00 A M ; 
1 0 : 0 0 A M ; 1 1 : 0 0 A M ; 1 2 : 0 0  
NOON ; 1 :OO P M ;  2:00PM ; and 
3 :00PM . 
Please cal l 581 -37 1 5 for addi­
tional i nformation.  
Frances Harris 
Col lection Specialist 
SPRING INSTALLMENT 
BILLING 
. If you pre-enroll for Spring, you 
may pay your Spring tuition and 
fees us ing i n stal l m e n t  b i l l i n g ,  
wh ich consists o f  ONLY TWO 
I N STA L L M E N T S : t h e  i n i t i a l  
i nstallment o f  $350.00 and the 
second (final) installment of the 
total balance d u e .  Tlfe i n it ia l  
i n sta l l m e n t  i s  E X A C T LY 
$ 3 5 0 . 0 0 ,  a n d  c o n s i sts of  
Campus Clips 
PRE-LAW CLUB - SIGMA IOTA LAMBDA will meet today a t  2pm in  
CH 1 07. 2 E IU Graduates form N I U  Law school are coming. Come gain 
experience! 
UNITY GOSPEL CHOIR will be having rehearsal Nov. 4th C\t 3pm in 
Fine ARts Building - Basement Rm #0 1 3. Please attend!  
UNITY GOSPEL FELLOWS H I P  i s  hosti ng the Mount Zion Baptist 
Church Ensemble Choir from Chicago and a Guest Minister. There will 
be refreshments served in  the Afro American Center. Come!  This will 
be Sunday Nov. 5 at 3pm in  the University Baptist Church 7th st. 
UNITY GOSPEL CHOIR & FELLOWSHIP will be having pictures take.n 
Tues. 1 1 /7 in the Union Wal kway. We wi l l  have a t ime for you on 
Saturday. 
BACCHUS Designated Driver Program . Look for and use the new 
BA6CHUS Designated Driver Program at local bars - it's for you ! 
CHRISTIAN CAMPUS FELLOWS H I P  w i l l  h ave Su nday Morn ing 
Worship Nov. 5 at  1 0 :30 am i n  the Ghristian Campus House.  Just 
behind Lawson Hall .  Come early for doughnuts, milk, & juice. Call 345-
6990 for more rides or info. 
ASSOCIATION OF HONOR STUDENTS will be having a 4:00 gather­
ing today at 3 :50pm. Meet at the office. Get your weekend off to a great 
start! 
WESLEY FOUNDATION AT EIU The Lighthouse is a bar alternative. 
Music/dancing and fun begins at 9 p m .  Follow the beacon to the 
Wesley Foundation Student Center. Open every Friday night from 9-
t am 
NAVIGATORS Christian Ministry will meet in Coleman 1 02 tonight at 
7pm. Rod Biedler will speak on commitment. Come try us!  
NEWMAN CATHOLIC COMMUNITY Saturday night ·movie wi l l  be Nov. 
4th at Bpm at 9th and Lincoln. The movie is "The Dream Team''. All are 
welcome 
PLEASE NOTE:  Campus Cl ips are run free o? charge ONE DAY 
ONLY for any event. Al l  c l ips should be subm itted to The Daily 
Eastern news office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE THE 
DATE OF EVENT Exam p l e :  an event sched u led for T h u rsday 
shou ld be s u b m itted as a Campus C l i p  by noon Wedn esday. 
Thursday is deadl ine for Friday, Saturday or. Sunday events.)  Cl ips 
submitted after deadline WILL NOT be published . No clips wi l l  be 
taken by phone. Any Cl ip that is i l legible or contains conflict ing 
Information WILL NOT BE RUN. Clips my be edited for available 
space. 
$330.00 for tuition and fees , 
plus a $20.00 NON-REFUND­
ABLE service charge. 
The i n i t ia l  i n stal l m e n t  of 
$350.00 will be due at wrap-up 
(December 4-7) . Tel l  the clerk 
at the fee station that you wish 
to use the instal lment bi l l ing.  
A bi l l  wil l  be sent to your local 
address the fifth or sixth week 
of Spring Term, and th total bal­
ance w i l l  be d u e  in approx i ­
m ately two weeks the reafter. 
Fai lure to pav the final instal l ­
m e n t  by t h 1.. J u e  date m a y  
resu lt in  your record being des­
ignated "UNCLEAR" and m ay 
cause a late penalty. 
I nstal lment b i l l i ng is avai lable 
for SPRING TERM ONLY. 
Michael D.  Taylor 
Director, Registration 
PRE· 
ENROLLMENT--UNCLEAR 
RECORDS 
Any currently enrol led student 
w h o  p r e - e n ro l l s f S p r i n g  
S e m ester m ust have a c lear  
record w i t h  t h e  R e g i strat i o n  
Office b y  November 9 o r  t h e  
P R E - E N R O L L M E N T  F O R M  
M AY N OT B E  P RO C E SS E D  
a n d  t h e  student  w i l l  need to 
r e g i s t e r  d u r i n g  C e n t r a l  
Reg istrat ion  i n  J a n u ary afte r 
The Playbox 
clearing with the Registration 
Office. 
Michael D. Taylor 
Director, Registration 
PRE-ENROLLMENT 
REMINDER 
C u rre n t  e n ro l l e d  o n -cam p u s  
s t u d e n ts m a y  p r e - e n r o l l  f o r  
S p r i n g  S e m e s t e r  u n t i l  3 : 3 0  
p . m . ,  T h u rsday, November 9 .  
Secure materials by presenting 
a v a l i d  I D  card in t h e  
Registration Operations Room 
(south basement McAfee) . 
P U T  YO U R  C O M P LE T E D  
PRE-EN ROLLMENT FORM I N  
THE SLOTIED BOX OUTS I D E  
THE REGISTRATION OPERA­
T I O N S  ROOM BY 4 :30 P. M . ,  
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 9 .  If 
an u nderg raduate's pre-enrol l­
ment form does not bear the 
student's m ajor  departmental 
stamp, the form MAY NOT BE 
PROCESSED.  
A N Y  STU D E NT AS S I G N E D  
T O  T H E  ACAD E M I C  ASS I S ­
TANCE CENTER, TOP Ft.OOR 
STUD E NT S E RVICES B U I LD­
ING, SHOULD I M M E D IATELY 
M A K E  AN A P P O I N T M E N T 
W I T H  AN A D V I S E R  AT T H E  
CENTER. 
U N D E R G R A D U AT E S  M AY 
P R E - E N R O L L  F O R  1 7  
Calvin and Hobbes 
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Report errors immediately at 581 -28 1 2.  Correct 
ad will appear in the next edition. Unless notified, 
we cannot be responsible for an incorrect ad after 
its first insertion. Deadline 2 p.m. previous day. 
November 3, t 989 9A 
Off ic ia l  N otices are paid for by the Office of 
University Relations. Questions concerning notices 
should be directed to that office. 
S E M E ST E R  H O U R S  F O R  
SPING. 
Michael D. Taylor 
Direct�r, Registration 
DROP DEADLINE 
T h e  d e ad l i n e  for d ro pp i n g  a 
c l a s s  o r  W I T H D RAW I N G  
F R O M  T H E  U N I V E RS ITY i s  
F R I D AY, N OV E M B E R  
3-TODAY AT 4 :30 P. M .  The 
student  wi l l  rece ive e i ther  a 
"WP" or "WF" at the discretion 
of the instructor of the class. 
TODAY AT 4 :30 P.. M .  I S  T H E  
DEADLINE FOR DROPPING A 
CLASS OR W I T H D RAW I N G  
FROM THE UN IVERSITY. 
Michael D. Taylor 
Director, Registration 
HEALTH STUDIES 
EXAMINATION 
The Health Studies competen ­
c y  Examination w i l l  b e  given o n  
T u e s d ay,  N o v e m b e r  1 4 . 
Register in person from 1 1  to 3 
Monday through Friday at the 
booth in the U n ion Bookstore 
Lounge; bring photo I D  and $2 
for  t h e  f e e .  T h e  reg i strat i o n  
period f o r  th is  exam i n at ion i s  
August 2 1  th rough Novem ber 
7. 
Note. You may take the Health 
St u d i e s C o m p e t e n c y  
�� '100. 
I �K, I'\) l\(£. 
�'io� TO 
l\()TlCE. l'IJ>i1 1-\'i 
� l':> I� ._  
IOAAL, 
� P\}.5TIC. 
8\Nt>£R. . 
Examination ONLY ONCE. 
David K. Dodd 
Director of Testing Services 
RESUME WRmNG, 
INTERVIEWING 
& EMPLOYER SEARCH 
SEMINARS 
RESUME SEMINAR 
Tuesday - N ovember 7 - 9:30 
a . m .  S u l l i v a n  R oo m ,  
U niversity Union 
E FFECT I V E  I NT E R V I E W I N G  
TECHNIQUES 
T h u rs d a y  - N o v e m b e r  9 - 5 
p . m .  S u l l i v a n  R oo m ,  
University Union 
S E R V I C E S  FO THE PLACE­
M E NT CENTER & P ROSPEC­
TIVE E MPLOYER SEARCH 
Thursday - November 9 - 4 :30 
p . m .  - Shelbyvi l le Room,  U niv. 
Un ion 
M O C K  I NT E R V I E W  P R AC-
. TICE SESSIONS 
T h u rsday - Nove m b e r  1 6  - 5 
p . m .  - S u l l iv a n  R oo m ,  U n iv.  
Un ion 
To reg i s t e r  for the above 
S e m i n a rs , c a l l the Caree r 
P l a n n i n g  a n d  P l ace m e n t  
Center 58 1 -24 1 1 .  
Shirley Stewart, Director 
Career P lanning & Placement 
Center 
By Pepe 
by Bil l  Watterson 
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BY GARRY TRUDEAU 
tOA Friday, November 3. 1989 The o.lly Eastern News 
Dynam ic DeAnd re :  SMSU QB sparks potent offense 
\l 11( 1 �  --�-!_i�-t�_s_;_rt_!_�_di-�-�-L_A ________ _ 
Southwest Missouri State 's football team just 
Collins is  fourth in the Gateway with 499 yards 
rushing, and has scored 48 points. 
But Smith believes th�t it's not talent alone that 
has brought the Bears to 8- 1 and 5-0 in the Gateway, 
at least a share of the title. 
Courtesy SMSU sports infonnation 
Southwest Missouri State quarterback DeAndre Smith has ignited the 
Bears to at least a share of the Gateway championship and an NCAA 
I-AA playoff berth. 
keeps rolling. 
The only NCAA Division I-AA team to clinch a 
playoff berth also boasts a quarterback _who leads 
the Gateway Conference in rushing, passing effi­
ciency and scoring. But DeAndre Smith said there's 
no secret to the team's success. 
"We (practice) like anybody else," Smith said. 
Smith, a 5-8 ,  1 80-pound junior from Berkeley, 
Mo.,  has rushed for 736 yards, has scored 66 points 
and has a passing rating of 1 42.2. 
But Smith refuses to allow his offense, which has 
scored 325 points in nine games, to take all the cred­
it for the Bears ' success. 
"I think it starts with the defense," Smith said. 
"The defense goes out playing tough." 
But it's not the defense that frightens Eastern 
coach Bob Spoo, whose Panthers will be fighting for 
their postseason lives when they square off against 
Southwest Missouri next Saturday. 
"Their offense does (many things) well ,  and it 
does it well because it has a guy under the center 
that is a tremendous athlete," Spoo said of Smith. 
"He's very gifted." 
But Smith shuns the notion that keeping him from 
scoring is enough. 
"I guess if you don't want to see me in the end 
zone, you can do that," Smith said. "But if you don't 
want to see anybody in the end zone, then you're 
going to have some problems." 
Smith hasn't done it alone. Running back Phillip 
"It's been kind of lucky, you get kind of lucky," 
Smith said. "We've stayed away from injuries and 
everything is coming together, and you win champi­
onships when things happen that way." 
But Smith and the Bears aren 't satisfied with just 
making the playoffs. 
-
"It would be kind of disappointing if we went in 
the first round and Jost," Smith said. "I don't think 
we' ll be pleased if we do that." 
But, in the near-future, Smith is looking to be 
chal lenged by perhaps the best defense in the 
Gateway in the Panthers. 
"They've got some very good players in John 
Jurkovic , Daryl Holcombe and R.L.  Reynolds," 
Smith said. "We've seen it on film; their defense 
plays hard." 
But the Panthers are sure to be tested by Smith 
and the Bears' explosive offense, which rolled over 
then-No. 20 Alcorn State 59- 1 8  last week. 
"That was a little shocking," Smith said of the 
margin of victory over Alcorn State. "We've seen 
them a couple of weeks before on film just killing 
teams." 
· 
B ut there is at least one way to make Smith 
uncomfortable - a muddy field. 
"It's going to be a tough game," Smith said. "I 
just hope it doesn 't rain, so if you all can keep it 
from raining, I 'd really appreciate it." 
::-
Women ignori ng preseason pol l  UNITED WAY 
By AL LAGATTOLLA 
Associate sports editor 
If the Gateway Conference 's  
w omen ' s  basketball  coaches  
wanted to motivate Eastern ' s  
squad b y  picking it third i n  the 
conference, they achieved their 
goal. 
"I was in the training room 
(Wednesday) when I heard it," 
said Lady Panther senior Laura 
Mull. "I ' ll give Illinois State a lot 
of credit as far as rankings, but 
Southern I l l inois  kind of sur­
prised me." 
The Redbirds, picked to finish 
second in the conference, won the 
Gateway a season ago and won 
their first-round playoff game 
before falling to Stanforc� in the 
second round. 
The Salukis took second a sea­
son ago, and are selected to finish 
first this year. 
The Lady Pan thers didn ' t  
receive a first-place vote i n  the 
poll. 
"I'm not pleased with it at all," 
ntalUSMID 1118'5 
,. •• � cs  .. -. 
- ·-- -A�l'lt" 
6 V!.GllAl\IAN ,__  
�mh�===· -· 
* TA')( to.JOT , ...,�LVDE D 
said guard Shelly Ethridge. "But 
preseason polls don't really mean 
anything." 
But the Gateway coaches really 
didn 't have to go out of their way 
to motivate this group of Lady 
Panthers, who are still upset over 
last year's 1 1 -7 conferenct'. record 
and fourth-place Gateway finish. 
"Last year was a disappoint­
ment, not only for me personally, 
but for everyone else, t.oo," said 
pre season al l -Gateway guard 
Barb Perkes, who missed much of 
last season with stress fractures in 
both -lower legs .  "It was pretty 
much a lost year for me last year. 
Needless to say, I was very disap­
pointed." 
But, although Perkes's injury a 
season ago hurt the team, it did 
provide some freshmen to get 
experience. 
"Tracy Roller got a lot of play­
ing time," Ethridge said. 
But last year 's disappointment 
will be behind the Lady Panthers 
when they open with the 
Bulgarian National team on Nov. 
A. COl.ll&I C'.Ul 
""'"" '*"""' �""· 
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JIMMY JOHNS INC. 1 983  
· 16 at Lantz Gym and travel to 
UCLA on Nov. 24. 
"As far as UCLA goes, we're 
not looking at it as a big-time 
school, we're just looking to win 
the tournament," Ethridge said. 
"And it's a tournament that we 
are capable of winning." 
Mull, Ethridge and Perkes are 
Eastern 's three returning starters, 
and the team's three seniors - the 
main reason they were named the 
Lady Panthers ' captains. 
"Right now, we're just keeping 
the team fired up," said Mull of 
the threesome 's function as co­
captains. 
Two years ago, Eastern quali­
fied for the NCAA playoffs, but 
was unable to win its first-round 
game . This  year,  the Lady 
Panthers want to do more than 
just get there. 
"I think our first year we got 
there that was our goal," Ethridge 
said. "We just wanted to get there, 
and once we got there it was like 
'What do we do now?'"  
VOLLEYBALL 
TOURNAMENT 
SPONSORED BY:. 
PANHELLENIC COUNCIL 
AND 
INTERFRATERNITY COUNCIL 
SUNDAY NOV. 5TH '• . MCAFEE GYM , • . 
1 0AM-6PM 
COME OUT 
AND SUPPORT YOUR 
FELLOW GREEKS! !  
BOARD OF GOVERNORS 
M I NORITY I NTERNSHI P  PROG RAM 
[ ] Gain Admin istrative/Management experience 
for 1 2  hours of academic credit 
[ ] Opportunity to work with top 
government and business officials 
[ ] Open to all majors 
[ ] Good oral and written communication 
ski l ls  requ i red 
[ ] Must be jun ior or senim with 
min imum 2 . 75 C U M .  G PA 
[ ] Graduate students must have 3 .00 C U M .  G PA 
[ ]  Must be enrol led fu l l l -ti me at time of appl ication 
BOARD OF GOVERNORS 
OF STATE COLLEGES 
AND UNIVERSITIES 
[ ] Paid internships are avai lable for both Spring and Sum mer semesters of 1 990. 
Application Deadline bate: November 10, 1989 
Appl ication Forms are avai lable from : Johnetta Jones 
Di rector, Minority Affai rs 
327 Coleman Hal l  
?hone : 58 1 -571 9 
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Edmonton deals Carson ,  
McCle l land to Detro it 
Women harriers end roug h year 
EDMONTON , Al berta (AP)-Jimmy Carson , who left the 
Edmonton Oilers 2 { weeks ago and demanded a trade, got his wish 
Thursday when he was sent to the Detroit Red Wings in a six-player 
deal . 
The Oilers sent Carson , acquired 1 5  months ago from Los 
Angeles in the Wayne Gretzky deal, along with Kevin McClelland 
and a fifth -round pick in the 1 99 1  entry draft to Detro it .  In 
exchange, Edmonton gets Petr Klima, Joe M 1hy, Adam Graves �i�:�:;�;j aJso receive cash ll'lflllll);� 
Mi;h����� ·s�i�r;ri�� t�o��h:: ;i� ··· ·· ······ · · ········· · ······· ·······• •• 111111 ••••••····································· 
that he intended to play out his t 
Fi n ish n i nth 
i n  confernce 
By ANN TASTAD 
Sports writer 
The women ' s  cro s s  .country 
team ended its season on a sour 
note, finishing ninth out of I 0 at 
the AMCU conference meet in 
Peoria last Saturday and ending a 
season head coach John Craft i s  
glad to leave behind. 
option and sign with an American-based team. He left the Oilers on 
Oct. 14, saying he did not feel he could play his�hile seeking 
to be traded. ....- . 
Carson scored 37 and 5 1  goals in two seasons with the Kings and 
had 49 goals and 5 1  assists in 1 988-89 with the Oilers . In four 
&ifles with Edmonton this season, he had a goal and two assists . 
"The bright spot was that we 
=::�r:,:��:�:,�� I 
ferenc e  meet ,"  sa id  Craft. · 
"Actually, now I ' m  g lad to be 
looking forward to indoor track." • • Henderson a free agent 
NEW YORK (AP)--Rickey Henderson filed for free agency 
Thursday, five days after leading the Oakland Athletics to their first 
World Series championship in 1 5  years. 
Henderson, the Most Valuable Player of the American League 
Playoffs, returned to Oakland on June 20, when the New York 
Yankees traded him back to his hometown. His agent Richie Bry, 
said Thursday that Henderson's first choice was to resign with the 
Athletics, the team he began with in 1 979. 
The team ran most of the sea­
son without their number one run­
ner,  Laurie M izner,  who was  
plagued with both  a knee  and 
ankle injury. Freshman T.J. Rhudy 
led the team most of the season, 
fol l owed c l o s e l y  by S tefani e  
Stump. 
"The team looked to Laurie to 
be their leader this  year but she 
was inj ured "'10St of the season 
Stefanie Stump 
and I thought S tef could have 
maybe ran a little better," Craft 
said.  "T.J .  came along and ran 
very well for us, but it's hard for a 
freshman to lead a team when she 
isn ' t  even sure of what ' s  going 
on. 
"Probably our biggest downfall 
was that our top three runners 
where running in the 1 9  minute 
range but out fourth and fifth run­
ners  were running in  the 2 2  
Connie Bierman 
minute time range, which is just 
too much of a gap.  If we would 
have had some people up closer, 
we would have done a lot better." 
The team will benefit by only 
graduating one senior, Connie 
Bierman. 
"I think if I can recruit some 
people into that open time gap, 
we ' l l  have a pretty good squad 
next year," Craft said. 
Henderson rejected a $7 .2 million, three-year offer from the New 
York Yankees before they traded him to Oakland. He is believed to 
be asking for more than $3 million a year. 
Nine other players filed Thursday, increasing the number of free 
agents to 55.  Also filing were Bob Brenly, Mike Krukow and Candy 
Maldonado of the National League champion San Francisco Giants; 
Bob Forsch of the Houston Astros; Frank DiPino of the St. . Louis 
Cardinals and Don Aase of the New York Mets. 
Eastern to host S M S U  
I ndians close to naming new manager 
CLEVELAND (AP)--The Cleveland Indians are fairly certain to 
name a manager by the weekend, a team spokesman said Thursday. 
The (Akron) Beacon-Journal Thursday qµoted a source close to 
Hank Peters, the Indian s '  president, as saying Peters favored 
Oakland Athletics coach Rene Lacheman, but also was considering 
former major league first baseman Mike Hargrove. 
The (Willoughby) News-Herald, quoting a source in Oakland, 
Calif. , said Thursday that Lachemann "is very secure where he is 
and did not appear to be very enthusiastic about the Indians' job." 
The News-Herald said the two front runners for the job appeared 
to be Hargrove and former B o ston Red S o x  manager John 
McNamara. 
Card inals reassign h itt i ng coach 
ST. LOUIS (AP)-The St. Louis Cardinals on Thursday reas-
5igned former major-league hitting instructor Johnny Lewis to the 
minor leagues and added Mike Ramsey to their minor-league coach­
ing staff. 
Lewis, who was the Cardinals '  hitting instructor from 1 985-89, 
will work with Mike Jorgensen, who has been named minor-league 
hitting instructor-coordinator after managing three seasons at Triple:­
A Louisville. 
• From page 12A 
consists mainly of freshmen and 
sophomores. 
The Bears ,  however, will be 
without the services of forward 
Mike Rodgers,  one of their top 
scorers of the season. Rodgers 
was kicked out in SMSU 's over­
time loss at Tulsa and must sit out 
the following game under NCAA 
rules. • ·  -
S table  spoke h igli ly  of the 
league-leading Panthers .  "EIU 
has had a great year and they have 
a great team," Stahle said. "They 
are very quick  - it looks  l ike  
they ' ll win the conference easily. 
With Eastern at 3 -0 in the 
AMCU , i t  must win  i t s  two 
remaining conference matches to 
gain the t i t le  s ince  Cleve land 
S tate , which  the  Panthers beat 
earlier in the season, only has one 
d i v i s i o n  l o s s .  Al though the 
Panthers are favored to win both 
games, Stahle said his team won't 
give up without a fight. 
"I think it will be a very good 
game," Stahle said."(EIU) keeps 
coming at you, while we're more 
PARENTS 
VVEEKEND 
November 1 0- 1 2  
$ 1°0 Long N eeks 
WEDNESDAY: DJ Night 
Pregnant ? 
Someone Cares 
• Free pregnacy tests 
• Counseling 
• Referral I Support services 
CONFIDENTIAL 
345-5000 
You're not alone 
$200 Pitchers 
75¢ Budweiser Cans 
$ 100 Long N eeks 
DJ Night 
$200 Pitchers 
IKES FOR AN ATfITIJDE 
ADJUSTMENT 
of a ball control team , starting 
from the back and playing one 
and two-touch' ball. 
"We're looking to be the spoil­
ers, and we 're going to try our 
best to beat them. We're only one 
win short of 1 5 ,  and this  is our 
last game, so we 're going to give 
it our best shot." 
On the other hand ,  the 
Panthers, who shut out Valparaiso 
last Tuesday 6-0 to move to 8-2-2, 
await Monday 's playoff tourna­
ment pairings announcement from 
the NCAA Men ' s  S occer  
Selection Committee. 
Eastern 's  attempt to set up a 
rematch with Northern I l l inois  
from an Oct .  7 game that  was 
ruled a no contest by NCAA offi­
c i a l s  fe l l  thro ugh Wednesday 
when Northern refused  .the 
Panthers ' offer to play ei ther· 
Thursday or Sunday. 
Easte1 1 .  u sed a new sy stem 
against the Crusaders ,  one that 
feature s more defenders and a 
more potent offensive attack than 
its previous style of play, but head 
coach Cizo  Mosnia  said he i s  
unsure as to whether he will con­
tinue with the scheme. 
"Right  now,  I don ' t  real l y  
know,"  Mosnia  sa id .  " I  t h i n k  
we' ll stay with i t  for a while, but 
it really depends on how the game 
goes. We can switch it during the 
game if we have to." 
As to his players' reactions to 
the decision from NIU not to play, 
Mosnia said he i s  hoping they 
stay focused on the Bears. 
"They did not l ike (the deci­
s ion ) ,  but they had no control 
over it," Mosnia said. "The only 
thing they have control over is the 
next game. 
"I am hoping they are focusing 
on the g ame , but  it is h ard 
because of what happened. We 
definitely can 't lose." 
Mosnia added that his team is  
working on several thing s th i s  
week to prepare for the Bears, the 
ninth-ranked team in the 
Midwest. 
"Basically, what we' ll be work­
ing on is total team readiness for 
the next game in our new sys­
tem," Mosnia said." 
Pagliai 's Pizza 
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L - - - - - - - - - - � L - - - - - - - - - - �  
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• OPEN DAI LY AT 4:00 P. M .  1 600 L INCOLN 345-3400 *not valid with any other offer* 
Soccer team to host 
Southwest M issou ri  
By CHRIS BOGHOSSIAN 
Staff writer 
A burgeon i n g  S o ut h w e s t  
Missouri State soccer team wi l l  
meet .Eastern for the first time in 
an Association of Mid-Continent 
Universiti e s  match-up at 2 p .m .  
Saturday a t  Lakeside Field. 
The Bears travel to Charleston 
c o m i n g  off two di sappo int ing  
l o s s e s  to  Te x a s  C h r i s t i an and 
Tulsa,  but third-year head coach 
Jan Stahle said he has been very 
s a t i s f i e d  w i t h  h i s  t e a m ' s  
performance throughout the year, 
its first in the AMCU. 
" T h i s  i s  o u r  fir s t  w i n n i n g  
season i n  SMSU soccer history," 
S t a h l e  s a i d .  "I h o p e  we h a v e  
gained some respect around the 
conference and the Midwest." 
The Bears,  which compiled 9-
1 0- 1  and 9 - 1 2 - 1  records under 
Stahle in his first two seasons as 
their  coac h ,  are enj oying their 
first season over the .500 mark, 
a c h i e v i n g  a g o a l  s e t  at t h e  
beginning o f  the season . 
"I am a high goal setter, and we 
haven 't accomplished a couple of 
the m ,  b u t  o v e r a l l ,  I am v ery 
satisfied with our team this  year. 
"I felt we could be 1 5 -7 at the 
end of the season, so everything 
h a s  fa l l en  i n to p l ac e .  It rea l ly  
feels good." The Eastern match is 
SMSU's last of the season. 
Fre s h m a n  fo r w ard J i m m y  
Thwing, whose 1 4  assists lead the 
M i d w e s t  and w h o s e  40 point s  
p l ac e  h im s e c o n d  i n  t h e  
c onfere n c e , i s  one  of  m a n y  
talented young players starting for 
the Bears .  In fact, they will  only 
lose one starter after this season, 
and Stahle added his team 
• Continued on page llA 
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Eastern goalie Mark Barclay lets a shot slip past him Thursday during practice at Lakeside Field. T 
Panthers host Southwest Missouri State at 2 p.m. Saturday. 
NCAA considers womens'  hoops Changes 
By JEFF SMITH 
Sports editor 
Women 's  col lege basketball could see 
two revolut ionary c hange s  in the years 
ahead : a shorter schedule  and a lower  
basket. 
A decision on whether to cut down the 
s e a s o n  in b o t h  men ' s  and w o m e n ' s  
basketball will come first, at the National 
Collegiate Athletic Association Convention 
in Jan u ary .  T h e  N C A A  Pre s i d e n t s  
Commission is  sponsoring legislation for 
the convention, to be held in Dallas, that 
w o u l d  tentat i v e l y  s l a s h  the  m a x i m u m  
number of regular-season games a team 
ca'n play from 28 to 25 . The NCAA rules 
committee makes all legislative decisions. 
If passed, the legi slation would go into 
effect for the 1 992-93 season. 
Init ial ly ,  the p lan cal led for the first  
official day of practice to be pushed from 
Oct. 1 5  to Nov. 1 5 ,  and the first day a team 
could open the season to be moved from 
the fourth Friday in November to Dec. 20 .. 
H o w e v er ,  G a t e w a y  C on feren c e  
Commissioner Patty Viverito, a member of 
the NCAA women 's basketball committee, 
said Division I will probably only delay its 
teams ' practices to Nov. 1 and the season 's 
inception to Dec . 1 .  Each division draws up 
Po l l  surprises Lady Pa nthers,  page 1 0  
its own rules in these cases ,  with Divi sion I 
holding the most influence over the others, 
Viverito said. 
The main reasoning behind reducing the 
season 's length is  academic : many school 
presidents believe the 2 8-game schedule 
covering half of two semesters hurts the 
p layers ' performance in the c las sroom,  
Viverito said. "The presidents want to  see 
some kind of resolution that will cut down 
the season," she said. 
"The season overlaps the semesters ,  
which is a burden on the players ," lllinois 
State head coach Jill Hutchison said. 
Vi v e r i t o  s a i d  h e r  fe l l o w  l e a g u e  
commissioners collectively favor a shorter 
s e a s o n . " From t a l k i n g  w i t h  o ther  
c o m m i s s i o n er s ,  r e a c t i o n  h a s  b e e n  
positive," she said. 
However, Eastern senior starters Shelly 
Ethridge and Laura Mull disagree. "I don ' t  
think they should push  i t  back that far," 
Ethridge said. "There has got to be a better 
way of scheduling around (exams) ." 
M u l l  said pre s e a s o n  prac t i c e  is  too 
valuable to move back to November. "I  
think the preseason is. essential ," she said. 
"We need that experimentation.'. '  
The issue of lowering the height of the 
baskets is still in the conjecture stage, with 
no specific height determined. The topic 
received its first breath from none other 
than  N C A A  E x e c u t i v e  Direc tor  D i c k  
Schultz, Tracie Dittemore, Gateway sports 
information director, said. "Dick Schultz 
said he thought lowering the basketbal l 
h o o p s  w o u l d  improve  w o m e n ' s  
basketball ," she said. 
The decision wi l l  come down to two 
arguments, Viverito said : the difference in 
p l a y  b e t w e e n  men ' s  and w o m e n ' s  
basketball and the added excitement of the 
slam dunk. "What the coaches said was 
' We ' re a d ifferent  game , and i t  w on ' t  
strengthen our game to be more like the 
men,"'  she said. "On the other hand, I think 
the idea has some possibilities .  The players 
would probably enjoy the chance to dunk 
(for instance) ." 
Eastern ' s  senior trio was mixed on the 
issue, though they admitted the thought of 
dunking is enticing . . "If you lower it ,  there 
are sure to be a lot of slams, and possibly 
more spectators at the games ,"  Ethridge 
said. "I think we all dream of it." 
"It 'd be great to be able to do it ,  but I 
th ink  i t  w o u l d  take a w ay s o m e  of th 
challenge," Mull said. 
"I  think the smal ler bal l  i s  differe 
enough , "  B arb Perke s s a i d .  "Maybe · 
would draw more fans (though)." 
The coaches '  consensus at the Gatewa 
basketball coaches/media teleconferenc 
thoug h ,  was an adamant "No ; "  not on 
coach outwardly favored it. For example: 
"First we 'd lower the baskets in colleg 
then we'd have to lower them in the hig 
schools ,"  Bradley head coach Lisa Boy 
said. "If it is  expensive for us, then wh 
about for the high schools?" 
"It would make the game more exciting 
but women 's  ball is different than men' 
bal l ,"  Hutchison said. "We play a fines 
game; I think the men play a power game." 
After hearing the coaches ·  reactions t 
lower baskets ,  Viverito said they shoul 
a c t  q u i c k l y  to e n d  t h e  debate  if the 
oppose it. "If the coaches don ' t  want i 
they s h o u l d  s top the ba l l  from rol l in  
early," she said. 
A decision could boil down to finance 
specifica l ly  when cons idering the hig 
schools ,  Viverito said. However, she adde 
money is not always weighed in decision 
l ike this .  "Sometimes the financial side o 
these issues isn ' t  the prime consideration. 
she said. 
Jay makes Nets 
Taylo r  off ic ia l ly i n  N BA 
Vo l l eybal l  team wi ns at K-State 
By JEFF SMITH 
Sports editor 
hitters Deanna Lund and Cindy Geib recorded I 
kills apiece .  
Overall , the  two teams tallied 1 1 1  ki l l s  - 5 7  bj 
Kansas State and 54 by the Lady Panthers - as t 
two teams battled through a long fourth game. "T 
fourth game took forever," Ralston said. "It was ti 
up to 8 - 8 ,  then we moved up 1 1 - 8 ,  then we we 
through many sideouts, then we went up 1 2-8 ,  the 
we had more sideouts . . .  " 
Jay Taylor 
Jay Taylor became an official 
NBA player Thursday when the 
New Jersey Nets released their 
1 2-man roster. 
Tay l or ,  w h o  s i g n e d  l a s t  
summer a s  a free  agent  after 
c o m p l e t i n g  h i s  e l i g i b i l i ty at  
Eastern, is  one of s ix  guards on 
the Nets ' regular season roster. 
B u t ,  c o n trary to r e p o r t s  
Wednesday, the Nets had already 
c ut their roster to 1 2  players by 
Wed n e s d a y ,  m a k i n g  a n y  
additional moves unnecessary. 
Tay l or ,  w h o  averaged  5 .  7 
points, shot 3 8  percent from the 
fie l d  and had 1 5  rebounds i n  
N e w  Jersey 's  2 - 6  preseason, is  
one o f  fo u r  Nets  r o o k i e s ,  
including Jaren Jackson, Mookie 
Blaylock and Stanley Brundy. 
New Jersey opens the regular 
season Friday night in Miami . 
Eastern 's volleyball team overcame a devastating 
second game to beat the Big Eight's Kansas State 
Wildcats 1 5 -7 ,  1 - 1 5 ,  1 5 -6, 1 5 -9 Thursday night at 
Manhattan, Kan. 
The Lady Panthers, 1 7- 1 1 ,  now play two crucial 
Gateway Conference matches  - at Wichita S tate 
Friday and Southwest Missouri Saturday. 
The non-conference win served as a good tune-up 
for the two l e a g µ e  conte s t s ,  head coach B e tty 
Ralston said. "It  was a well-played match except for 
the second game,"  she said. "It was a good team 
effort."  
P l a y i n g  i n  t h e  Wi l d c at s '  s p ac i o u s  A h e rn 
Fieldhouse should also acclimate Eastern 's players 
to Hammons Student Center, Southwest Missouri 's  
8 ,702-seat arena, Ralston said. 
The Lady Panthers defeated a Kansas State squad 
w h o s e  1 1 - 1 6  record is pe ppered with  l o s s e s  to 
several highly ranked teams,  Ralston said. "Their 
record is deceiving. Eight of their losses are to Top 
20 teams," she noted. 
Three players regis tered double-digit  k i l l s  for 
Eastern in the heavy-hitting match.  Senior middle 
hitter Ann Ruef landed 15 kills, and junior outside 
To give an example of the teams'  hitting prowes 
in game 4 alone Eastern recorded 29 kills and t 
Wildcats 24. The Lady Panthers registered a .24 
hitting percentage ,  .032  higher than their seaso 
average.  And, Eastern committed just four hittin 
errors in the first three games.  
Not all  was positive for the Lady Panthers, i .  
game 2 .  "In the second game, they killed us on quic 
attacks," Ralston said. 
The unsung player in the match for Eastern w 
sophomore middle hi tter Jennifer Aggertt in th 
fourth game , Ralston said. "Even though she h 
only two blocks ,  she had a lot of touches and w 
making good transitions," she said. 
Three Lady Panthers a l so  starred in the dig 
department: senior setter Donna Sicher recorded 2 
digs, Aggertt had 1 5  digs and j unior outside hitt 
Diane Kruto tallied 1 2 . 
Q) 
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Tie-dye isn't 3 
just for hippies 
anymore. 
Not enough voltage 4 
in Shocker to 
electrify crowds:. 
JOAN · ALLEN 
. -
From Eastern To Broadway 
S he was a girl from a small town in Illinois who spent two years at Eastern. She is a one time Tony winner and two time Tony 
nominee and one of the most sought out actresses 
on Broadway. 
Joan Allen grew up in Rochelle , Ill . She won 
the 1988 Tony Award for best actress in the 
Broadway play "Burn This" and was again 
nominated this year for best actress in "The Heidi 
Chronicles . "  Allen began her career, most humbly, 
at Eastern. 
Allen came to Eastern during her freshman 
year in 1974. She_ speqt one more year aLEast�rn 
before she transferred to Northern Illinois "for a 
change of pace . "  
" I  chose Eastern because my sister went there, 
and it was the right size . I liked the program. 
There were many opportunities to do plays. Many 
colleges you had to wait for your junior or senior 
year to do plays. At Eastern you could start (as a 
freshman), "  Allen said. 
Her first role was Nurse Ratched in "One Flew 
Over the Cuckoo's Nest , "  which was in October of 
1974. Other roles include Laura in "The Glass 
Menagerie" in May of 1975, which was a 
com(hunity theater production. She played Linda 
in "Death of a Salesman" in April of 1976.  Her 
last role at Eastern was as an ensemble member in 
"What I Want in a Husband Besides a 
Mustache . . .  An Evening of Women's Poetry" in 
February 1976.  
And even though Allen was a prominent figure 
in the theater arts department, she really didn't get 
involved in any other student activities . Allen said 
she never had the desire to be part of the greek 
system. "The theater department at the time was 
not into fraternities and sororities, and my sister 
went through a bad experience rushing. "  
But Alleo said she doesn't feel she missed 
anything by not joining the greek system. "I made 
lots of friends. I was happy to be out of high . 
school and in college . "  
One of the friends Allen made eventually gave 
her the first big break of her career. That friend 
was Eastern's other theater great John Malkovich . 
Malkovich recently starred in "Dangerous 
Liaisons. "  
"At Eastern we didn't do any plays together, 
just some scenes in class, "  Allen said.  "At 
Steppenwolf Theater (a prestigious theater group 
in Chicago) he called and said that they needed 
actors for a play. I got to meet all the company 
but I (was still going) to school . When I moved to 
Chicago I was invited back permanently. I 'm still a 
member of Steppenwolf, and I'd like to go back. 
But in this business things crop up at the last 
minute . I'd love to do something with (Malkovich) ,  
but it  depends on time . "  
At the Steppenwolf theater Allen and 
Malkovich did a play together called "Goodnight 
Gracie, "  and he directed and produced a play 
called "Balin and Gilead, "  which Allen performed 
in. 
• Continued on page 7B 
HORSE SHOE S & 
HAND GRENADES 
DAV I D  L I N DQU IST + PETE SCALES 
Horseshoes & Hand Grenades is not  behind 
the t imes.  We keep abreast of al l attempts to 
l ower the q u a l i ty of art and l i te ratu re of the 
Western Civi l ization ,  and sometimes even help 
out .  B u t  now we h ave s e e n  t h e  i m pe n d i n g  
d o o m  t h e  C o u n c i l  of  A c ad e m i c  Affa i rs i s  
propos i ng t o  i nf l ict o n  o u r  u n ivers ity E n g l i s h  
requirements , a n d  frankly, we're a l ittle scared . 
Certain "educators" who serve on the CAA 
think that world l iterature needs to be taken in a 
form that the stude nts can han d l e ,  maybe a 
m o r e  " u p d at e d "  v e r s i o n  w o u l d  s u ff i c e -
i ntroduc ing  Oed i p u s  The K i n g  - the n ot-so­
requ i red EIU abridged version . Hey, who needs 
to read all those old plays anyway? They' re so 
outdated . 
Enter Oedipus (or "Edupis" - the CAA won't 
require correct spelling either) the King of Thebes, 
and he's with his main squeeze, Jocasta. 
Dig this, not only is she his wife , but she's his 
mom, too - whoa. 
OK, wait a minute, before "Oeddie" (that's what 
all his public bathing buddies liked to call him) was 
born, his dad, King Laius of Thebes, was told by 
this magical rock or something that he was 
supposed to ditch his son. If he didn't snuff the kid 
out, Laius was gonna get killed by him and get his 
wife taken away. So Laius dumped Lil' Oeddie on 
this shepherd guy, right? But this guy was like sooo 
stupid, he gives Oeddie away to another king who 
couldn't have kids because of some weird glandular 
problem or something. 
OK, so like Oeddie grew up, but he still didn't 
know he was adopted, right? But then he heard 
about the prophesy and took off ' cause he didn't 
Real- l ife greek 
want to kill his dad. Duuuh. Like I 'm sooo sure, 
he's running away from the wrong guy. 
So Oeddie was walking along this road, and he 
kills this guy, for like no reason at all. But little did 
he know this guy was his real dad, King Laius . 
Then he goes and saves the city of Thebes from 
this plague by solving the riddle of the Sphinx, 
which is like so easy that any idiot could've gotten 
it. So they make him the King and he marries his 
mom and has a bunch of kids. 
OK, so like we're running out of our column 
space. So, at the end of the story, they figure out 
that Oeddie's sleeping with his mom and she hangs 
herself. Oeddie gets like so grossed out that h� 
pokes his eyeballs out with Jocasta's  "why be 
normal?" pin, and blood gushes all over the place, 
and he leaves the city in a big hurry. THE END. 
- Ho rseshoes & Hand Gre nades is the  
weekly column that offers the  mora l  of the 
CAA Oedipu·s story: Remember, tragedy is not 
funny, comedy is not pretty and messing with 
university literature requirements is not smart. 
Witches make some 
strange predictions 
NEW YORK (AP) - Chicago 
- hog butcher for the world , 
tool maker, stacker of wheat . . .  
and global fashion capital? Ed 
Koch - U.S.  ambassador to the 
United Nations? The newest 
fast food chain - McSushi? 
Do not adjust your set . You 
have entered the -strange zone, 
a c o l l e c t i o n  of forecast s , 
ostensibly culled from a survey 
of American witches by very 
serious folks at the New York 
Ceni'er for_the Strange . 
Each year at Halloween, the 
center, which claims to be a 
non-profit organization involved 
. in research, publishes a list of 
predictions based on a poll of 
300 witches. 
Associate research director 
Lewis Scott insists these are not 
cackling types on brooms, but 
instead include a New York real 
estate tycoon, several members 
of Congress and the wife of a 
television evangelist . 
In addition to predicting that 
Chicago will replace Paris as a 
center for haute couture, Koch 
will become a diplomat and raw 
fish will be an even faster food 
than hamburgers , this year's  
survey finds that: 
• Vice President Dan Quayle 
will write a book of rhymes for 
preschoolers. 
• Geraldo Rivera will claun he 
was captured by visitors from 
outer space . 
• There wi l l  be nat ionwide 
shortages of herring , banjos, 
billiard balls and Marilyn Quayle 
posters. 
• A new book will claim that 
Zsa Zsa Gabor was born and 
raised in Houston . 
• The Japanese will market a 
line of large laptop computers 
for obese traveling executives. 
The Strange people claim a 
track record. In previous years, 
they predicted Richard Nixon's 
resignation, new freedoms for 
Eastern Europe and low ratings 
for Pat Sajak's talk show, they 
say. 
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Art that's fit to be tie-dyed 
Japanese %-.::t . - - ·.;::;, .. - piece of cloth is folded many times and then a board cut into 
a design is clamped onto the 
c loth and d i p p e d  into t h e  
indigo. Traditionally, the board 
has been clamped and tied with 
a piece of strong string but 
M i kito uses  a m o re 
conventional method. "I use a 
bolt  and nut t o  c l a m p  t h e  
boards, "  h e  said . " I  can use it 
many more times than string. "  
learned t o  b e  careful n ot to 
leave the fabric in the dye too 
long. artist 
shows work 
BY SANDY SKADAUSKI 
Staff writer 
Tie-dye has been tied to the 
hippies of the 60s, but recently 
it's been associated with college 
students across the nat i o n .  
Believe it <!> r  not, there i s  more 
to this  art t h a n  swir l ing a 
cotton T-shirt in a bucket of 
dye. 
Obviously  t h e  m o st 
"About six years ago, I had 
some silk and wool and it was 
difficult to get a dark color. So. I 
put the material in the vat one 
night and the next morning 
when I looked , it was gon e .  
The alkalinity was s o  high that 
the material was eaten by the 
dye , "  laughed M i k it o .  " I  
thought it was taken. "  
Mikito Nakahama of Japan 
is considered a master of the 
art, which has been around for 
more than 400 years . Mikito 
has managed to make a small 
business for h i m s e l f  i n  h i s  
home town n e a r  N a g oya , 
Mikto Nakahama discusses the finer points of the 400-year·old 
Japanese art of Shibori (Tie·dying). 
important factor of Shibori or 
l tabori  is t h e  dye . Natural  
indigo is  the only form of  color 
the Japanese use for their craft . 
" It is difficult to make because it 
takes o n e  we e k  f o r  
ferme ntat ion , "  s a i d  Mikito . 
"Now we use synthetic indigo 
because it is easier and uses the 
same chemical compound. Few 
people make natural indigo 
because it  is  not made from a 
textb o o k  instruct i o n , "  he  
added. 
S i n c e  t h e n , M i kito h a s  
perfected h i s  crafts a n d  has 
exhibited his works. This is the 
first time he has been in the 
United States and seen other 
forms of dyeing. " I  like simple 
and easy to save time, "  he said . 
"I like the American technique 
with the rainbow swirl. In fact, 
I'd like to buy a souvenir for my 
wife . "  
Mikito would like t o  stay a 
few years to make his  work 
more widely known and use the 
A m e r i c a n  dyes to c r e a t e  
different techniques. "Synthetic 
indigo is expensive , but it is 
easy to get and cheaper to get 
a darker color. Today about 99 
percent of the dye houses use 
synth e t i c  i n d i g o  a n d  o n e  
percent are artists who U?e the 
original indigo for their work, " 
he said. 
located approximately 2 0 0  people like to travel that way,"  
kilometers (more than 3 0 0  Nakahama said. 
miles) from Tokyo. About 5 0 0  or 6 0 0  years 
N a kahama said during a ago, the first seed of cotton 
demonstration at Easte r n '  s was planted near the seaside 
Tarble Arts Center Wednesday between Tokyo and Kyoto. "At 
that he has deep roots in his this time , Arimatsu, my town, 
art . " My grandfat h e r  i s  9 4  did not exist because the cotton 
years old and is t h e  oldest  was taxed and there were only 
worker for t ie-dye . And my about eight people there, "  said 
father is a wholesaler and has Nakahama. 
his own shop , "  Mikito said . Soon people started to make 
What we have come to call tie- small cotton towels to sell to 
dye in America is known as the passengers on the highway 
Shibori (pronounced she-boar- as they made their way to a e) , which m e a n s  " t ie  and small island at the Southern tip 
squeeze" in Japanese . of Japan called Kyushu. The 
The process for Shibori is business grew and pretty soon 
complex and is more involved the people of Kyushu figured 
than just tying a rubber band out that  if t h e re was n o  
around a shirt . String replaces highway , there would be no 
rubber bands and instead of the visitors. 
many different color dyes we Some time passed and a 
see in the U . S . , N akahama . gentleman named Miura paid a 
only uses Indigo (blue) dye . visit to Arimatsu and taught the 
The Shibori technique was people the craft of Shibori. "He 
adapted from India over 400 was cal led M i ura Shibori  
years ago . "The people then because he was very popular, " 
only dyed their fabric one color said Mikito. 
and one time they discovered " He kept Shibori secret at 
one part of their  cloth had first in town, but it  didn't last 
bunched up and c reated a long because neighbors in the 
design . So they say 'oh, this is town would notice what the 
interesting, "' Nakahama said. other was doing . You know like 
"Each part is different for walking over and saying "hello, 
each family . The wholesaler ah, what are you doing?" and 
uys the fabric and then it is k ind of l o o k  over your 
brought to the design house . shoulder, " Mikito said . Pretty 
After this it is brought to the tie soon the government of Japan 
house before g o i n g  to dye decided to make Kyushu the 
house s , "  explained Mi kito . only area f o r  S h i b o r i  
"There are about three o r  four production . 
dye houses, and then it goes to At first there was only one 
the f i n i s h  part w h e re ( the technique taught to the people 
fabric) is untied. "  of Arimatsu, but as time went 
While tie-dye was coming by, they found different ways of 
into its own in Japan , Kyoto to tie-dye . "My grandfather said 
was the capital and there was t h e re was about 1 5 0  
one main h ighway running techniques about 30 years ago, 
betwee n  Tokyo and Kyoto but now there are only about 
called the Tokaido.  "There was 50 or 60, "  said Mikito. "Every 
one area in between the towns year one more technique would 
where bad people would jump be gone because only one 
out  and say give me your person can use one technique. "  
money ' and n o t  t o o  m a n y  The oldest museum in Japan 
i: ft 
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is located in Nara where there 
are many different works · of 
Shibori and other treasures of 
the past displayed . "There are 
many national treasures from 
India, " said Mikito. "And there 
are beautiful  crafts  and 
jewelry, "  he  added. 
Ever s i n c e  J a p a n  has  
become more industrialized, the 
f ine  c raft of S h i b o r i  h a s  
d e c r e a s e d  steadi ly . " Today 
about 20 percent of the people 
still do Shibori while other go 
to offices or factories 'for more 
inc:ome, "  said Mikito. 
Not only has Shibori been a 
popular craft of the Japanese , 
Itabori is another popular form 
of tie-dye . It uses a different 
t e c h n ique that  d6e s n  't use 
rubber bands or  string . .  
lta means "board" and bori 
means " cu t  and desi�n . "  A 
The deep blue that we see 
for  i n d i g o  takes awhi le  to  
develop when practicing either 
Shibori  or Itabori . The dye 
must retain a high alkalinity of 
1 1  o r  1 2  p H ,  and t h e  
t e m p e rature m u s t  r e m a i n  
a p p roximately  6 0  d e g r e e s  
Fahrenheit. 
The indigo is taken from a 
plant called Ai (pronounced 
aye). Ai is approximately three 
to four feet tall , has medium 
size leaves and is only grown in 
Tokushima . "I have seeds to 
grow Ai but my house is very 
small so I don't have a farm, "  
said Mikito. 
Fabrics used in either craft 
are lightweight such as cotton, 
silk, or wool . However, when 
working with these , M i kito 
M i kito ' s  work wil l  be  
exhibited at Tarble Arts Center 
from Nov. 3 to Nov. 28 and 
t h e re w i l l  be a w o r ks h o p  
offered on Shibori  o n  Sun . 
Nov. 5 from noon to 4 p . m .  
There is a fee of $ 1 6  for Tarble 
Arts members and $ 2 0  f o r  
non-members. 
For registration information 
or questions call the Tarble Arts 
Center at 581-2787 . 
Nakahama shows off one of several tie-dye pieces that are on display at Tarble Arts Center from 
Nov. 3 to Nov. 28 . 
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Superstar 'Sting' rocks 
into 3 Penny Opera 
NEW YORK (AP) The sound 
of classical music drifts from a 
large upstairs dressing room at 
the Lunt-Fontanne Theatre one 
hour before an evening dress 
rehearsal . Gordon Matthew 
Sumner is playing Mozart. 
" I  t h i n k  it h e l p s  to  
concentrate on something else 
for a minute or two , "  says 
Sumner, better known as rock 
superstar Sting, as he gets up 
from the piano . " Otherwise , 
you end up worrying . ' '  What 
occupies most of his time these 
days is " 3  Penny Opera , "  a 
revival of the Bertolt Brecht­
Kurt Weill musical about the 
unde rworld of  V i c t o r i a n  
England . I n  it , St ing p l a y s  
Macheath , a rakish brigand 
nicknamed Mack the Knife . 
M a c h e a t h  i s  a cutthroat  
c r i m i n a l , not t o  mention a 
devilishly handsome bounder 
and a ladies man. 
The 38-year-old former bass 
player and singer for the Police 
certainly looks the part . The 
golden locks have been cut and 
s l i c ked ba c k .  A mustache 
slashes the upper lip . But the 
eyes are as b lue a n d  as 
mesmerizing as when he first 
f i l led  stad iums and arenas  
across the country singing such 
hits as "Roxanne" and "Every 
Breath You Take . "  " 3  Penny 
O p e ra ' '  o p e n s  N ov .  5 o n  
Broadway after a bumpy out-of­
town tryout. 
Reviews in Washington were 
unfavorable , especially for its 
star. 
" If you're going to see Sting, 
prepare to be stung , ' '  sniffed 
one critic . " Slow and turgid 
stuff , ' '  said a n o t h e r. C ast 
members reportedly were seen 
in New York auditioning for 
j o b s  i n  o t h e r  u p c o m i n g  
musicals . B u t  director John 
Dexter and his company have 
worked furiously on the show, 
and word of mouth, particularly 
during the New York previews, 
has improved. 
" I 've learned an awful lot , "  
S t i n g  say s . " I  know t h e  
character is more convincing 
now than he was when I started 
rehearsals in August . There ' s  
more of me in Mackie . You 
start with a mask and you inject 
it with bits of yourself. I 'm not 
saying you become a murderer 
or a particularly bad person; but 
there are moments in your life 
w h e n  you could be that  
person . "  What has  surprised 
the man who is making h i s  
Broadway debut i n  the musical? 
" I  t h o u g h t  I would be l e s s  
involved creatively . I thought I 
would learn the lines, learn the 
blocking and just do it the same 
way eve ry night . It doesn ' t  
happen that way. 
Freedom 
Neil Young 
Reprise Records 
Reviewed by Mike Brown 
I t ' s  hard to imagine any 
business wanting to use the 
i mage o f  N e i l  You n g  as a 
symbol of their product . Can 
you imagine Neil Young singing 
" O h to l ive on Sugar 
Mountain , "  on T.V. for a diet 
product? This would explain his 
lack of commercial  appeal . 
Young calls it doing his own 
thing. 
So it 's surprising to listen to 
his new album Freedom and 
hear  some style s  b orrowed 
from other artists . Although 
there is some vintage Young 
tunes on this album, it sounds 
l ike h e ' s  trying to widen his 
appeal base . He has spit out 
some of the gravel in his mouth 
producing a m o r e  subdued 
sound that  doesn ' t  grate on 
your nerves l ike the old Neil  
Young might have . 
Except  f o r  t h e  e l e ct r i c  
version o f  " Rockin i n  the Free 
World" and the cover of The 
Drifters " On Broadway, "  the 
tone is laid-back and goes from 
the simple acoustic version of 
" Ro c k i n  . . .  " with You n g  o n  
guitar  a n d  v o c a l  t o  t h e  9 
minute epic-like "Crime in the 
City" with a horn section . 
Although t h e  m u s i c  and 
voice is subdued , Young still 
gets in his statements about the 
h o m e le s s ,  drug s ,  broken 
homes,  George Bush and of  
course his statement on being 
commercial . The lyric say s ,  
"send me a songwriter/ who's  
drifted far from home/ and 
make sure that he 's  hungry . "  
Young doesn' t  preach about 
solutions; he just lets you know 
what's going on. 
Neil Young may not have 
sold himself out, but he's  not all 
that original in some of his  
songs , which seem to borrow 
from sty l e s  of other  art ist . 
"Crime in the City" has a lyrical 
style of Harry Chapin and Bob 
Dylan and musically sounds like 
the older sound of Dire Straits. 
" Hangin on a l imb'' is a bit  
saccharin, sounding like Linda 
Ronstadt , which figures since 
it's  a simple ballad with Linda 
sharing vocal credits on it . 
" Eldorado" is another song 
that Dire Straits could have 
done , and " Wrecking Bal l " 
sounds like something straight 
off  of Bruce Springste e n ' s  
River album with lyrics l ike 
"Meet me at the wrecking ball/ 
wrecking ball/ wear something 
pretty and white/ and we' ll go 
dancin' tonight. "  
There is some music on this 
album though that sounds like 
vintage Young. "Rockin in the 
Free World" is probably closest 
to Young at his best . The album 
has both an acoustic version 
and an electric version of "Free 
World, "  which typify his style . 
The l ive acoustic version is 
M U S I C , ·_ · · ' . . 
basic Young with only his guitar 
and voice . The simple chorus 
of "Keep on rockin in the free 
world " wi l l  p robably be a 
standard i n  Young ' s  future 
acoustic sets . The audience will 
be able to pick up the chorus 
themselves and sing along with 
Young. 
The electric version is of 
course m u c h  faster,  much 
harder and has an added verse 
about the president: "We got a 
thousand points of life/ for the 
h o m e l e s s  man/ We got  a 
kinder, gentler machine gun 
hand . "  This is also the first 
single released and you should 
know that it isn't representative 
of the overall album. So don't 
buy it expecting a rockin' Neil 
Young. 
Not only will Neil Young fans 
enjoy the new album, but other 
l i s t e n e r s , w h o  o n c e  found 
Young's style annoying, should 
also enjoy Freedom , which 
may make this one of his most 
popular albums in recent years. 
, Just like being Dead 
Jake's Leg has a Grateful sound 
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BY CARINA BATES 
Staff writer 
You don't  have to have to 
l ive in a 1 9 6 6  Volks Wagon 
van and travel from coast to 
coast to see the Grateful Dead 
anymore . 
Well , they're not actually the 
Grateful Dead, but they may be 
the next best thing. 
The f ive - m e m b e r  band 
originated 15 years ago in  St . 
Loui s .  Currently ,  two of the 
original members are still with 
the band. 
J a ke ' s  Leg can play just  
about any Grateful Dead song 
ever recorded, and rumor has 
it , they sound pretty close to 
the real thing . 
Sean Linehan , who plays 
bass, has been with the band 
for six years. He said the band 
never intended to play so many 
Grateful Dead songs. 
"We started with a variety of 
songs , "  Linehan said, "but the 
re s p o n s e  we g o t  w h e n  we 
would play a Dead song was so 
great , we played them more 
and more . "  
· 
But Linehan said the band 
doesn't purposely try to sound 
like the Grateful Dead. 
" If anything , we try to stay 
away from it, "  he says, "and let 
our own style come through 
when we play. " 
Linehan admits it's hard not 
to develop some of the Dead's 
style and sound after playing 
their songs for so long. 
" I  mean, we hear the songs 
day after day and practically 
play them in our sleep , "  he 
explains , " but we don 't  even 
real ize  t h e  s i m i lar ity w h e n  
we're playing. "  
Even though most of their 
t ime now is  devoted to the 
Grateful Dead , they do play 
songs by other artists, including 
the Birds and Little Feet . Jake's 
Leg also plays a few 
contemporary blues songs now 
and then . 
Cu.rrently , the band does 
perform three of its own songs. 
Linehan has written all three 
s o n g s  and said t h e  band is 
working on adding a few more 
to its collection. 
Some of the band's favorite 
Grateful Dead songs include 
"Jack Straw , " " Ripple '.' and 
" Fi re on the Mount .�1 : � . " 
Linehan said not only do · ;  ,_,y 
enjoy playing the songs , but 
they love the crowd's  reaction 
to them. 
Jake's Leg usually performs 
at different bars around its 
home base at the University of 
Missouri campus in Columbia. 
Linehan says the crowds 
they get are usually pretty good 
and vary in age from night to 
night . 
"We see people from 18 to 
45 who come to listen to us, "  
Linehan said . " Al l  kinds of 
people - no matter how old -
come out, and they're all Dead 
fans. If not (fans) of the music 
so much, then (fans) of that sort 
of free spirit that the Dead has 
come to stand for. " 
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Gutnby tribute LP covers 
w-hole tnusical spectrum 
New- release for .area band 
Sixteen Tons 
Sixteen Tons 
No Blow Records 
Gum by 
Compilation 
Buena Vista 
Pop, rock, reggae and green clay. 
Eclectic . No, too trite - overused. 
Diverse , that is the word that best 
describes the new album tribute to this 
generation's No. 1 clay icon - Gumby. 
The Green Album tribute contains 
various layers of the flexible musical 
spectrum. 
Charleston ' s  Sixteen Tons has just 
come out with its second release - a 
seven-inch EP, entitled Sixteen Tons. 
Although until now I'd only heard about 
the band , this recording captures the 
"live" sound that I imagined they i..yould 
have on stage, not on their record. 
The record is great - it's full of energy 
and it's really loud. 
One problem: the vocals aren't loud 
enough to be heard. 
When I came back to write this review, 
I was asked what I thought about the 
album. being just a poorly mixed record. 
The greenish beat begins with a 
speed metal tribute from Moon Unit 
and Dweezil Zappa (the children of 
America ' s  favorite counter-culture 
hero, Frank) , and leads into an almost 
haunting tune from J o n a t h a n  
Richman, "I  Like Gumby. "  
delivered and a pleasant surprise , by 
the world's first "nuclear polka" band. 
I said , " I  listened to it loud , but I 
couldn 't understand any of the vocals 
unless the music stopped. I even turned 
the record down to 33 (rprns) to see if it 
would be easier to pick out the lyrics. I feel 
like an old man. "  
It's hard to label this band as anything 
but a - a - band. One might go out on an 
limb and cai1 Sixteen Tons a "local band. "  
The Tons have been on the road in the 
Chicago and Champaign areas opening 
for such national acts as Naked Raygun, 
Dead Milkmen and Royal Cresent Mob. 
The l ittle green guy is idol ized 
further with the stand-out cut , "The 
Ballad of Gumby, " by Rick Schulman, 
which mixes Gumby's  reality with a 
dab of legend. 
No dull clayish sounds can be heard 
on this tribute ; it carries a style of 
cutting crispness. 
Maybe I'm deaf. The lyrics are Plasticine and simplistic 
but realistic to a point of pseudo-social 
consciousness. 
No, I heard some great power-guitar 
work on "Deserved Justice" and "What's 
Wrong. "  
Sixteen Tons will be performing songs 
from this record in Charleston, Saturday 
at the top of Page One (know as Roes to 
many) at 9:30 p.m. Also on the bill will be 
C harleston ' s  Weird H arold and 
Champaign's Poster Children. 
Brave Combo gives Gumby's pony 
pal Pokey his m,uch-earned cut entitled 
" Pokey ' s  P o l ka . "  T h i s  was wel l -
Overal l , the album does have a 
good sound and proves you can learn 
a lot from a Gumby. 
The band prides itself on that "power 
over precision" philosophy. 
Overall, the loud, "live" sound and the 
raw, fuzz-tone guitars really save it from 
-Reviwed by Thom Rakestraw -Reviewed by DAN JANKE 
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'Shocker' doesn't- have eno • • g.a JU1Ce 
Shocker 
Universal Pictures 
Rated : R 
Reviewed by Chris Demay 
Wes Craven's "Shocker" is 
shockingly bad ; this movie is 
neither original or even scary. 
Wes Craven, who has made 
some very good horror movies 
in the past like the "The Last 
House o n  t h e  Left , "  t h e  
original " N ightmare on Elm 
Street, "  and "The Serpent and 
the Rainbow , "  fails to even 
come close to those films with 
this weak story that rips-off 
several other better movies. 
Here are the top movies for 
the weekend as tallied by 
Entertainment Data. 
1 .  "Look Who's Talking ,"  
Tri-Star 
2 .  "Shocker, " Universal 
3. 'The Bear, " Tri-Star 
4. "Next of Kin, ' 1  
Warner Bros. 
5. "Sea of Love, "  Universal 
6. "Black Rain , ' '  Paramount 
7. "Gross Anatomy, "  Disney 
8. "The Fabulous Baker 
Boys, ' '  20th Century Fox 
9. "lmmedia� Family, "  
Columbia 
10. "Worth Winning, "  
20th Century Fox 
The film starts with a series 
of families being murdered by 
an unknown killer, which has 
the local police stumped . The 
lieutenant who is in charge of 
the investigation , played by 
Michael Murphy (who in better 
days , played Woody Allen ' s  
friend i n  " Manhattan ") ,  has a 
s o n  J o n at h a n  - the l ocal  
football star. When Jonathan 
starts dreaming about the killer, 
he  dreams that t h e  k i l l e r  
murders his family . H e  wakes 
up to find out his dream true. 
Attention: Rrst Film Rip-Off! 
Mr. Craven steals from his 
own movie - if you remember 
dreams were a key part of the 
horror in " Nightmare on Elm 
Street . "  If it  works o n c e , 
chances are you'll see it again. 
After the murder, Jonathan 
tries to convince his father that 
he can help him catch the killer 
t h r o u g h  h i s  dreams . We l l ,  
surprise! They are able to catch 
the killer, Horace Pinker, with 
t h e  t i m e l y  c l a i rvoyance o f  
Jonathan. Pinker i s  sentenced 
to die in the electric chair, and 
Jonathan and his father want 
front row seats for the frying. 
Guess what?! Pinker survives 
t h e  execution . In  fact , the 
electicity makes him stronger, 
and he is able to escape by 
being transformed .into some 
type of electonical spector that 
travels from body to body using 
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Universal Pictures 
Mass m u rderer Horace Pinker (Mitch Pi leggi) wreaks havoc upon a prison doctor (Janne 
Peters) after h is unsuccessfu l electrocution . 
up the life in them. 
Attention : Second and Third 
Rim Rip-Offs! 
Mr. Craven again steals from 
two far better films. "Hallo-ween" 
the film with the original "you 
can't kill me" monster, and "The 
Hidden" a story about an alien 
that moves from body to body 
until the life in it is used up. 
Pinker continues his ridiculous 
killing spree using various bodies 
while Lt . Parker and Jonathan 
keep one · step behind his every 
kill. Eventually, Pinker becomes a 
T. V. transmission that is zapped 
into every tube in the country. 
movie , it's mere comedy. 
" Sh ocker, " despite some 
p r o m i s i n g  moments,  offers 
n o t h i n g  new i n  the horror  
genre . The Pinker character 
isn ' t  scary - he ' s  laughable . 
The o t h e r  c haracters are 
shallow and stupid. 
Sound familiar? 
This part of the film could 
h ave b e e n  an interest ing 
commentary on T.  V.  and its 
evils; however, like most of the 
Folks, take my advice - stay 
home and rent one of the films 
that this movie rips-off. · 
� . . . - ,. , · . -, .  i It's All ffappenin ' At TED'S 
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WAND(ABC) . . . . . . . . . . . . .  7 TWC . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  20 A&E . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 33 3:00 
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WGN . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 0  WTHI (CBS) . . . . . . . .  25 D I SN EY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .4 4:00 4:30 TNT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 1  WBAK (ABC) . . . . . .  26 SHOW . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  6 5 :00 
5:30 
WI LL (PBS) . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 2  WICD (NBC) . . . . . . . 27 H BO . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 7  
LIFE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 3  DISC . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  28 TMC . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21 
P.M. 
6 :00 
6 :30 PM Magazine Cosby Show NFL's Moments 
7 :00 Baywatch Peaceable Full House NFL's Moments Murder, She 
7 :30 Kingdom Family Matters Cont. 
8:00 Hardball Dallas Perfect !ranger Great American Alfred Hitchock 
8:30 Just Ten of Us Events Ray Bradbury 
9 :00 Mancuso, FBI Falcon Crest 20 /20 Muscle Hitchhiker 
9 :30 Magazine Werewolf 
1 0 :00 News News News Motorweek Miami Vice 
1 0 :30 Tonighi M*A*S*H ( :35)Love Cone SportsCenter 
1 1 :00 Current Affair ( :05)Nightl ine Rodeo 
1 1 :30 Late Night Entertain Tonight (;35)After Hours Cont. Cont. 
P.M. WTW0-2 WCIA-3 WAND-7, 17  ESPN-8 USA-9 
6:00 News News Lassie ui11. r-ootoall M1am1 vice 
6:30 Hoosier Million. M*A*S*H Superboy Pitt at N.D.  
7:00 227 Paradise Mr. Belvedere Miami at Movie: Night 
7:30 Amen Living Dolls Florida St.U. Fright 
8:00 Golden Girts Tour of Kojak Cont. 
8:30 Empty Nest Duty Cont. Ray Bradbury 
9:00 Hunter Connie Chung HitchHiker 
9:30 A. Hitchock 
1 0 :00 NeWS News News Football Scores Movie: 
1 0:30 Sat. Nite Live Magnum P. I .  Byron Allen SportsCenter Squeeze Play 
1 1 :00 AWA Wrestling Cont. 
1 1 :30 USA Today Am. Gladiators Am. Gladiators 
r:11li-. - Ill 
P.M: WTW0-2 WCIA-3 WAND-7, 17  ESPN-8 USA-9 
6 :00 Disney 60 Minutes Life Goes On NFL Primetime Movie:High 
6 :30 Desert 
7:00 :::;1ster ruue Muraer r-ree :::;pim •�r r-ooma11: 1\111 
7:30 My Two Dads She Wrote Homeroom Cowboys at 
8:00 Movie: Movie: Movie: nt!USKlnS 1:qua11zer 
8:30 Cross of Taken Crocodile 
9:00 Fire, Part Away Dundee Cont. Diamonds 
9:30 One Cont. 
1 0 :00 News News News SportsCenter Miami Vice 
1 0:30 Lifestyles . . .  Magnum, P. I .  
1 1 :00 
I 1 1 :30 Programming 
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Dr. Who 
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with any corsage 
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:05)Perry 
Hillbillies News ason 
Success Life :OS) Movie 
Wild Wild Market W. 
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700 Club :05)Tom & 
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N ight court World Monitor Disney :4 Fab Sanford: 
Cheers Bill Burrud's Characters Movie : 
Doing Life NBA Basketball Animal Odysse Disney : Duck Brass Target 
Cont. American Album for Hire 
Cavaliers at Bulls WEIU TVBowl 
Molly Dodd Women of World USA Night �:20) NWA 
Molly Dodd Looking East News Scan Wrestling 
Spenser: For Honeymooners Hollywood EastEnders ( : 1 5)Night 
Hire Pat Sajak Ghost Stories Sneak Previews Tracks 
This Evening Pat Sajak Beyond 2000 The Fugitive Movie : 
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MOv1e: One Hee Haw Natural u1e une oy une wrestung 
Shoe Makes it Natural Life 
Cagney &Lacy Cops Challenge Nanny Movie: Pursuit 
Cont. Reporters of Graf Spee 
Heartbeat Cont. Wings Lovejoy Cont. 
Beyond Tomm. 
MoRy Dodd Siar Trek: Terra X Poldark 
Esquire Swimming 
;;,pencer UllTlic Strip ;:,ec, of Nature ::;neak Previews 
For Hire Live Just for Laughs Chartbusters 
Nightmares War of New Explores Hollywood Wrth-
the Worlds out Make-up 
.. • 
LIFE-1 3 WCCU-24, 27 DISC-28 WEIU-29, 51 185-30 
1.1araioiogy DOOl\9r Nature ot 1 on 1  w/ JOr n MOVle: 
Milestones Things Mclaughlin Grp. The War 
Physician's Most Wanted Signatures/ 25 yrs. at the Wagon 
Journal Up. Hidden Video Soul Guthrie 
Cardiology Married . . .  Swing Under Man about House Nat' I 
Int. Medicine Open House the Swastika Robin's Nest Geographic 
OB/GYN Up. Tracey Ulman Company of George/Mildred 
Fam. Prac. G. Shandling Animals Keep in Family 
Orthopaedic Star Trek: Wings Dick Tracy Earth beat 
Int. Med. Next Generation Comm. Prog. 
Gunsomke America : Capt. Gallant ' 
War of Worlds Cont . Coast to Coast Sherlock Holmes 
I 
I I 
I 
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heater director knew Allen would become a star 
DEBBIE CARLSON 
Slaff writer 
J. Sain, Eastern's theater arts 
say she was observing people, the way 
they act and such . "  
director, had the pleasure of directing 
Tony Award winning actress Joan Allen 
when she attended Eastern. 
role she played) is a woman in her 40s 
to mid 40s while Joan was still young. It 
was incredible . There was quite good 
characterization in it . She had star 
quality. "  
Sain, who has been at Eastern for 1 5  
years, said he had a feeling about Allen 
when he would watch her act . " It would 
make your hair stand on end,"  Sain 
said. "She physically had unique 
qualities. She was tall and thin, and it 
made her stand out in a crowd. People 
noticed her because of that . She sort of 
demanded attention . "  
Recently, Sain was in New York, and 
he saw her in "The Heidi Chronicles . "  
He left a message with the ticket booth 
telling Allen that he was in town. Allen 
left a message with the stage manage-r 
that she wanted to see Sain after her 
performance . 
Sain considers "One Flew Over the 
Cuckoo's Nest" and "The Glass 
Menagerie" to be some of her best work 
at Eastern. He said it is hard to say 
which of the roles are better because 
"She was a good student in all 
subjects, "  Sain said. "She worked hard 
on shows, but that's not unusual. In her 
first play here, 'One Flew Over the 
Cuckoo's Nest , '  she played the lead role 
of Nurse Ratched I could tell she was 
special when she played the nurse . (The 
"It was like she never left Eastern, "  
Sain said. "She still was as sweet as 
ever. " 
While she was here, Sain said she 
was quiet and shy. "She didn't have a 
lot to say. She was always around 
here , "  Sain continued. "Now you might 
the characters are so different . 
He hopes to have her return to 
Eastern for a "Joan Allen Day" 
sometime soon. 
"Maybe she can even guest appear in 
a performance, ·  but it would be difficult 
to set up, "  Sain said. 
oan Allen 
• from page l B  
Allen was working in a play 
at the Steppenwolf called "And 
a Nightingale Sang" when a 
professional from New York 
came and saw her 
performance . Obviously 
impressed, he decided to bring 
it to New York. Six months 
after it closed at Steppenwolf 
the "And a Nightgale Sang" 
was brought to Hartford, 
Conn. and then to New York. 
'The Marriage of Bette and 
Boo" was Allen's next play 
before she startedd working on 
Broadway in "Burn This . "  
"Burn This" awed Allen a 
little, she said. It was "little 
scary" and a " little exciting" 
doing a play on Broadway and 
seeing her name in the 
marquee for the first time. 
"You have to think it doesn't 
matter where you are and you 
try not to look at the marquee . 
I'm from a little town of about 
9,000, and I have to think that 
to keep in perspective, "  Allen 
said. 
In "Burn This , "  her first 
Broadway play, which also 
starred Malkovich, she won a 
Tony Award for best actress for 
her portrayal of Anna. 
Allen recollected the award 
ceremony. " It was very exciting 
and very hectic. Everyone just 
kept moving. Once you were 
off stage they took it (the T�my 
Award) from you to get it 
engraved. I felt sort of numb. 
There was so much going on, "  
• • • • 
FRIDAY & SATURDAY 
AT 
THIKSTY'S 
$ 2.50 
PITCHERS 
•LIVE D.J.  
•SHOOTER BAR 
•6 POOL TABLES 
Happy 
21st 
Birthday 
Deb ! 
Get ready 
to party 
this 
weekend. 
The 
girls 
and the 
guys 
she said. 
After "Burn This" closed, 
she decided to take the role of 
Heidi Holland in "The Heidi 
Chronicles. "  
Allen chose this role because 
she liked the role and the play 
in general . Prior to "The Heidi 
Chronicles' " opening on 
Broadway she played the role 
for three months at an off­
Broadway theater. 
She played Heidi for s� 
months before deciding it was 
time to quit. "It was long 
enough for the same role, and 
it was better to let someone 
else do it , "  she said . 
Allen:s work in "The Heidi 
Chronicles" won her another 
Tony nomination for best 
actress, but Pauline Collins won 
for her role in "Shirley 
Valentine . "  
Allen has not only worked 
on the stage but she also has 
done a NBC miniseries called 
" Evergreen" as well as other 
movies . Her movie credits 
include : "Compromising 
Positions, '' 1985; "Peggy Sue 
got Married, "  1986; 
Manhunter, " 1 986; and 
"Tucker, " 1 988. 
Photo courtesy of Theater Arts Department 
Joan Al len starred as Nurse Ratched in Eastern 's production of "One Flew Over the Cuckoo 's 
Nest "  in October 1 974. 
In the recently released " In 
Country" ,  Allen plays Irene, the 
mother to Samantha Hughes, 
who is played by British actress 
Emily Lloyd. Bruce Willis has 
the lead role of Emmett, a 
Vietnam vetern. " In Country" 
was filmed in Kentucky and 
filming lasted about 1 2  weeks. 
Allen was on location for four 
of the 1 2  weeks . 
"Bruce (Willis) was lovely, 
ouf he was-very busy with his 
wife (Demi Moore) having the 
baby so he didn't socialize . He 
was also very deep into his 
character. (He was) low key, 
quiet and very sweet, "  Allen 
said. 
"Emily Lloyd is a unique 
person . I liked her English 
accent. She was very relaxed in 
front of the camera. I learned a 
JOB AND PERFORMING OPPORTUNITIES 
I nformation meeting 
Nov. 6 ,  5 :00 p . m .  
Doudna Fine Arts Center 
Rm . 1 22 
1990 A UDITIONS 
Performi ng opportun ities for singers and 
i nstrumental ists with jobs ranging from vocal d i rectors 
and choreographers to creative dramatics special ists . 
Star Course 
University of Ill inois 
lot from her, and at the time (of 
filming) she was 1 7 , "  Allen 
said. 
Allen said she feels she's 
been lucky to have worked with 
some of the better directors in 
Hollywood. Norman Jewison 
directed " In Country" and 
Francis Ford Coppola directed 
"Peggy Sue got Married" and 
"Tucker. " Allen considers 
herself fortunate and said she 
enjoyed working with these two 
directors . "They're both quite 
different in_ their approach. 
They've made fabulous films, 
and I've 1earned a lot from -
them, '' she said . 
As for now, Allen just 
finished her contract for 'The 
Heidi Chronicles" in September 
and is on vacation . She has yet 
to decided whether she plans to 
do another movie or another 
play. She said she would like to 
come back to Eastern to visit 
sometime and still has great 
memories of her time here . 
Judy's Hallmark Shop 
Attend our Great 
·open House Weekend! 
FRIDAY-SATURDAY-SUNDAY NOV. 3.4.5 
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Pemberton prowler tales persist 
BY JENNIFER IAVERY 
Staff Writer 
Around this time of year our 
imaginations run wild. We start 
to believe that ghosts, goblins 
and witches are out to haunt 
us. 
In every town , there is a 
ghost story about some old 
haunted houses or graveyards 
that the spirits rise from on 
Halloween . Now, I know why 
adults do not believe in all of 
these kid stories, but what if I 
were to tell you a true ghost 
story? 
You will probobly say I ' m  
crazy . ·  We l l ,  I h ave never  
believed a ghost story in my 19 
years but something about this 
one makes me believe it's  true. 
I a m  a s o p h o m o re at 
Eastern and o n  Friday , the 
1 3th of  October, 1989, I heard 
the ghost story of the late Mary 
Elizabeth Hawkins - a story 
many of us at Eastern have 
heard through the years . 
The only ones who have not 
heard the story are the girls 
Doogie gets 
advice from 
real M. D . s  
L O S  A N G E LES (AP) -
Before taking the role as a 
teen-age doctor o n  ABC ' s  
"Doogie Howser, M .D . , "  Neil 
Patrick Harris talked to some 
real physicians . They laughed 
at the premise but still gave 
him advice . .  
" I  didn 't find any teen-age 
doctors w h e n  I d id  s o m e  
research , "  he says . " M ost 
prodigies are in the arts . But 
it ' s  poss ib le  that a young 
person could become a doctor. 
There a re n o  age l i m it s . "  
Harris sees Doogie Howser as 
a normal kid who just happens 
to be a doctor. 
" The role ' s  purposely  
written to  have all the qualities 
any kid would have,"  he says. 
Doogie is a prodigy who 
graduated from Princeton at 
the age of 1 0 ,  from medical 
school at 14, and now, at 1 6 ,  
i s  a hospital resident . H e  can 
perform surgery, but he 's just 
old enough to get a driver 's  
license . 
" The contrast is between 
him being a normal kid and 
being a doctor, " says Harris . 
" M ost of the humor comes 
from his age . Women say they 
don 't  want a 1 6-year-old kid 
examining them . In the pilot , 
an adult attorney whined when 
I sewed up h i s  rear and 
t h reatened to  sue me . But 
Doogie with his intellect and 
savvy gets out of it . 
"Doogie's an only child and 
his parents try to treat him as 
much like a normal teen-ager 
as possible, "  Harris said.  "They 
realize h e ' s  a g e n ius and a 
doctor and that makes it more 
c o m p l i cated . H e  to ld  h i s  
mother the facts o f  life when 
he was 3 years old . "  
"Doogie Howser, M . D . "  is 
the first show from Steve n 
Bochco in his multi-series deal 
with ABC. Bochco, whose past 
co-creations were " Hill Street 
Blues" and "L.A. Law, " wrote 
the c o medy with David E .  
Kelley. 
that live in Pemberton Hall -
where Mary E .  Hawkins was 
murdered. 
I had g o n e  over to  
Pemberton Hal l  to f ind out 
more i n f o r m a t i o n  fri;>m 
someone who has  worked 
t h e re f o r  a long t i m e . The 
woman that I talked to said the 
story of Mary E. Hawkins is all 
rumor. 
The rumor is t h at M a ry 
Hawkins stayed at Pemberton 
dur ing t h e  1 9 1 6 - 1 9 1 7  
Christmas break. She had been 
playing the piano on the fourth 
floor when a sex-crazed janitor 
axed her to death. 
Mary was unable to speak 
but still crawled back to her 
r o o m  whe re s h e  began to 
s c ratch at t h e  d o o r. H e r  
roommate was too frightened 
to answer the scratching and 
found Mary the next morning 
in a pool of blood. 
Ever sinc-e this occurred, the 
forth floor has been closed. 
The same woman who told 
me that the story was a rumor 
also said that the fourth floor is 
closed because it is being used 
for storage and b e i n g  
r e m o d e l e d  fo.r i n c o m i n g  
students . 
The floor has been closed 
for 7 2 years and never will be 
open for new students because 
the ghost of Mary lives on the 
floor. No one is allowed on that 
floor. So how can it be used for 
storage? 
I fe l t  that  w o m a n  at  
Pe mberton was h id i n g  
something. 
I went to c h e c k  t h e  
newspapers t.hat  were 
published in 1 9 1 6  and 1 9 1 7 .  
The Dai ly Eastern News was 
called the Normal  News back 
then. 
I l o o ked t h ro u g h  a l l  t h e  
newspapers and the only pages 
missing were from December 
22, 1 9 1 6 ,  to JanlijVV,. � ,  1 9 1 7 .  
These pages were �14 kl be in 
storage and unabl� to be 
checked out . 
Does it seem odd that these 
were the only dates missing? Is 
it because Mary E .  Hawkins 
was murdered around that  
Do you look 
as white as 
this ad? 
call: 345-9 1 1 1  
European Tan Spa P.S. Don't forget the special 
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t i m e ?  What i s  it East e r n  i s  
trying t o  cover up? 
I went to see if I could get a 
h o l d  of o n e  of Easte r n '  s 
yearbooks during the years 
M a ry atte nde d .  I asked for 
yearbooks dated from 1910 to 
1 9 1  7 .  T h e  o n ly yearbooks 
available were the editions up 
to 1 9 0 9  and edit ions  after 
1 9 1  7 .  Aft e r  1 9 1  7 ,  the 
yearbooks are consecutively 
cataloged until 1 989. 
I started to believe she never 
did exist, but I never lost hope 
of finding the truth. 
The next step I took was to 
check the Charleston Library 
records to find the Hawkins 
family history . I found that 
Mary did exist and that she had 
a younger brother named John. 
J o h n  was also a student at 
Eastern. 
After going to the library, I 
w e n t  t o  t h e  C o l e s  C ounty 
C l e rks  Off ice  i n  t h e  c o u rt 
house . I checked all the court 
d a t e s  f r o m  1 9 1 6 - 1  7 a n d  
found out that John Hawkins 
went to court in May of 1 9 1  7 
TOM 
SELLECK 
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c
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t
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• 
against the people of Coles 
County . 
Does this mean mean John 
went to trial for the murder of 
his sister Mary? 
I think I finally found some 
truth in this supposed rumor. 
I went back to Pemperton 
Hall to see the fourth floor, but 
the only stairwell entry to the 
fourth floor was locked. I spoke 
to some girls in Pemperton that 
still hear scratching at the doors 
of their rooms. 
Rumor has it that about 10  
years ago, a girl dressed in  a 
white nightgown went from 
r o o m  to r o o m  l o o k i n g  for 
safety-pins . The strange thing 
is that none of the girls knew 
the girl . Some girls followed 
h e r  up to t h e  f o u r t h  f loor  
l a n d i n g  w h e re s h e  
disappeared . Others say that 
M a ry r o a m s  t h e  hal l s  
checking on " HER GIRLS . "  
If this is all rumor, then why 
is there a plaque dedicated to 
Mary E.  Hawkins from 1 9 1 0-
1 7? 
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